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Some ancient philosopher once said, "Change is the only 
constant thing in human life." As editor of the Mosaic for 
a number of years, I've seen changes in every sphere of 

college life. It's these changes, and the phenomenal growth of 
the college, of which I've been a part, that will leave an indelible 
imprint on my mind. Being the editor of this college magazine 
has been an educative experience. It has taught me the value of 

team work and team spirit. My task of an editor has been made so easy because of this team spirit that the 
members of the editorial board have exhibited. I shall always cherish these wonderful moments I have 
spent with my fellow editors and team members. 
This year the theme of the Mosaic is sports, which is apt, being the year of the Rio Olympics. Our 
students have excelled in different sporting events, regional, national and also international! The crowning 
glory being the China trip of the College's football team. The sportsman spirit of our students exhibited in 
the field of sports has been exemplary. I congratulate them all and wish them for even greater laurels to be 
won in the future.  But I express with some regret that the literary events, though they have been able to 
make some headway, were lacking in enthusiasm and fervour among the students. I hope that these events 
would also be taken with seriousness in the future. The e-Mosaic issue hitherto will be uploaded in the 
college website. A good news for all the techno-savvy people, and for others it's not too late to learn!
As my editorship of the Mosaic has come to a close, several thoughts come to my mind. The beautiful 
moments that I have shared working with my team-mates; light moments of laughter, serious moments 
when the work was full underway, some tense moments when the pace of work slackened due to many 
an unavoidable circumstance. All these added to the culmination of the final moment when the printed 
version of the magazine would be in my hand. The joy that came abounding when months of labour 
would finally bear fruit. The smiles I see in the faces of my team-mates that against all odds, we actually 
made it. These are the thoughts that will buoy my heart throughout my lifetime.
The Mosaic team comprises of the young and not so young members, but ever charged up and able-
bodied, that I have full confidence in. I strongly believe that the Mosaic will scale greater heights of glory 
with such a wonderful team. I wish them all the very best. At this juncture, I wish to mention that we were 
not able to include some articles due to late submission. We shall certainly include them in the next issue. 
As the year is coming to a close, I am closing my chapter as the editor of the Mosaic, with an air of 
nostalgia, yet with a feeling of satisfaction and fulfillment that I was privileged to be a part of this work. I 
wish many years of happy reading to the faithful readers of the Mosaic. 

Merry Christmas and a blessed New Year.

Prof. T. Subba
Editor-in-Chief

Mosaic

From the Editor’s Deskn



The winter is upon us again and the much awaited and 
looked forward to holidays are happily just around the 
corner. A much deserved break indeed for all of us.

The year has been a long, eventful and interesting journey with 
wonderful things strewn along the way. There were moments 
when we stood at the top of high mountains having assailed 
the steep inclined victoriously. And then there were those when 
trudging through the valleys, we had to be contented with memories that we were once up there. In our 
journey, we have discovered new territories and revisited the old; we have plumbed the depth of intelli-
gence and scaled the heights of excellence; we have danced with joy having conquered new frontiers and 
consoled ourselves having had a glimpse of others that lay way beyond our means. Yes indeed, it has been 
a year that we can all look back to with thankfulness and gratitude.
On a personal note, I cannot help but feel elated that we once sought after with much earnestness and 
desire as our goal has now become a way of life for all of us. Excellence, Quality, Standards, these were 
once abstract terms that floated nebulously across our minds as something that we were forced to not 
only comprehend but to manifest. Yet now, I am happy to say that to a great delightful measure they have 
become so much a part of our psyche and our being that we have now begun to see them being realised 
before our very eyes. Our professors, both young and old, are breaking new grounds, surmounting dif-
ficulties, talking back to challenges faced along the way. Our students are no longer afraid to step into 
arenas to display their skills, their talents and their abilities coming home always with victory firmly 
clutched in their hands. My heart swells with pride at the tenacity, commitment and achievements of 
every single one of our professors and our students. Onward my beloved men and women, onward my 
dearest youths!
And to you my quiet yet most effective group of people, my most efficient staff, I offer you my warmest 
thanks for the best that you offer every second of every day. For without you nothing would have been 
possible. And as we end the year, I convey my sincere gratitude to each one of you.
May the winter be kind to you and may the cold stay away at arm’s length! May you be rested and re-
newed by the warmth of home and hearth!

Warm holiday greetings and a blessed beginning to another year!

Rev. Dr. Br. Albert L. Dkhar

Principal’s Message
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Dr. Manash Das 
Gupta 
Dr. Manash Das Gupta was associated 
with St. Anthony's College since the year 
1971 when he joined as a student of P.U. 
Science and graduated in BSc Chemistry 
in the year 1975. Then he completed his 
Post Graduation in  Chemistry from Delhi 
University in 1977.

He joined the teaching profession in 
this college as a Lecturer  in Chemistry 
on 4th August 1980 until he attained 
superannuation on 31st July, 2016 after a 
long and meaningful journey of 36 years. 
He took up headship of the department on 
1st June 2010 and as Head, he has always 
been a great and dynamic leader who earned 
the respect of his colleagues.Under his 
leadership, the Department has conducted 
many activities like National Seminars, 
National Workshops, Students’ Seminars, 
Field Trips and Study Tours to Institutes 
of National Importance. As the Head, he 
would never forget to thank each one of us 
even for the slightest contribution in any 
activity held in the department. He is a man 
who always took his young colleagues into 

confidence and never dictated rules but 
constantly tried to convince everyone as to 
what is good and what is more right in his 
own specialized way of communication.

He loves the department very much and 
he has always been a source of inspiration 
to his young colleagues. There is a saying 
that people stop working much long before 
they retire but sir Manash Das Gupta is not 
like that. In fact, he has been very active till 
his last working day and continues to be so 
even after retirement. As young colleagues 
we will always try to follow his footsteps 
and do our best to keep the department flag 
flying high. 

We, as the Department, wish him a 
very happy retired life.

Dr. (Ms) Aicydalyne Snaitang
Head, Department of Chemistry
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As I sit before this old but faithful dinosaur 
of a laptop racking my dry and arid 
(metaphorically speaking) brain to find in 

some hitherto unexplored recesses of it a supply 
of unused potent vial of humour that I can lace 
the following content with to make this account 
palatable and digestible, I sincerely wish that I 
was someone else more capable of doing such 
a demanding job. A few names do pop up from 
amongst our most distinguished and illustrious 
colleagues who have left lasting damages on 
the minds and hearts of people that they have 
showered their inimitable wit and wizardry in 
words and thoughts upon. Some of their victims 
can still be found exhibiting a feverish shiver 
combined with a dazed but happy look on their 
faces as they sit chuckling or giggling away in 
some corner of this campus. Ah but to have the 
dark, cynical yet witty punch lines of a Banwan, 
or the slapstick-laugh-out-loud-even-before-the-
joke-is-even- complete humour of a Syntiew or a 
Gregorious, or the subtle and thought-provoking 
one line come backs of a Timothy or a Tony, or 
the slow and invading laugh-after- the-joke-
sinks-in-ability of a Rakhal or a Fred it would 
have made my job much easier. But since I don’t 
have any of the above, I, a pretender to the 
throne have to content with the illusions that my 
clichéd lines are good enough to pass muster. 

Thankfully this College Diary is meant 
to represent in lighter veins or at least in 
something of that sort serious events in non-
serious ways, I am encouraged to continue trying 
my hand at writing it (someone out there must 
be tired of my rusty and rickety lines. Despair 
not, Salvation is at hand.). Here is then the Year 
2016 as it was imagined and manufactured for 
all of us. It is with great delight that I present to 
you events that made the headlines. 

It so happens that after years of flying to and 
fro and up and down the skies of India, a group 
of Air Force Men decided it was time to hug the 
earth and shift to something with no wings, 

College Diary 2016 (Or Is It?)
even if it looked like a loaf of bread sliding down 
the streets of Shillong. Well they did just that. 
One fine morning on the twentieth of February 
a busload of blue uniformed men stormed the 
college gates and parked their bus (called an 
IPEV) right at the entrance to the campus forcing 
students and teachers and visitors alike to get 
into it for the ‘experience of their life’. Students 
were given the opportunity to fly fighter jets on 
simulation software. In fact, after one such spell 
at the controls, a very honourable member of the 
Management couldn’t help exiting from the bus 
looking like a small kid who has got a new toy. 
How true, one might grow up to be old, yet that 
child in us continues never does. Sigh! Flying 
at 4G speed while being stuck to the same old 
muck. While all of us where still returning from 
our journey to the skies, somebody we deeply 
honour and respect, decided to take his final 
journey there. We pay homage to the departed 
soul of Late Mr. P. A. Sangma an alumnus of the 
College and a veteran politician. 

This year we witnessed the mushrooming of so 
many colleagues with PhDs that it prompted 
me to find out just what the three little letters 
stood for. Well here are a few offered by way of 
expansion of the letters – ‘Patiently Hoping for a 
Degree’, ‘Please Hire, Desperate’, ‘Professorship, 
Hah! Dream on!’, ‘Pheromone Deprived’ and 
‘Probably Hard to Describe’. Anyway, whatever it 
may be, we salute our colleagues who paid dearly 
to get one. The college is now a virtual hospital 
with so many doctors running around. Shame, 
there is only one nurse. Well, well, what can 
you expect to happen in a college with so many 
PhDs? What else! A team from Korea alarmed 
at the rate that we were producing doctorates in 
the college thought that they had discovered an 
anomaly in this part of the world. It quickly sent 
its top level experts and personnel on first class 
tickets straight to Shillong to recalibrate our 
minds with facts and figures of how Samsung 
made it big. After three such Mind Education 
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Programmes now we are no longer sure whether 
everything is right with the right side of our 
mind or if there is anything left in the left. 
(Freud just turned in his grave.) The only people 
who had not been brainwashed throughout the 
entire process were apparently the faculty of the 
Department of Computer Science. While all of 
us were reeling from the education of the mind, 
the computer scientists celebrated their Silver 
Jubilee this year and reprogrammed everything 
back to normalcy. Thanks guys, we needed that. 
Hopefully we are all on the same page now. 

We take a pause briefly to pay homage to yet 
another great soul – Rev. Dr. Fr. Sylvanus Sngi 
Lyngdoh SDB – who passed away in May. Our 
prayers are lifted up for the eternal repose 
of Rev. Fr. Sngi. He being a bibliophile and a 
polyglot, the College dedicated the Annual St. 
Anthony’s College Book Fair held in August to 
his memory. The Fair saw fifteen publishers and 
distributers putting their best and latest books 
on display much to the delight and sadness of 
teachers, students and members of the public. 
Delight – because they were finally holding in 
their hands books that had been sought after 
for many years. Sadness – oh the blight of it al – 
they were too obscenely expensive. Gosh! A slim 
volume of 150 pages being sold for Rs.3000.00. 
That is actually the monthly budget of a small 
under-privileged family. Thank God for free 
pdfs. Phew! On the whole it was a good week at 
least for some of our more fortunate friends and 
students who got to take home choicest books 
for their collections. For those who didn’t there 
is always Google.

From the world of books we now come to the 
land of sports. Lend me your ears my dear 
colleagues, friends and students for I have news 
for you. For the first time in the history of any 
educational institution in the region, our College 
was invited to participate at an international 
event held in China by the Kunming University 
of Science and Technology, Kunming. Our 
team of handpicked professors, coach and 
students landed in China, as underdogs in an 
event participated by seasoned teams from 
universities and colleges in South and South 

East Asia. I guess being considered a fresh 
team has its merits. Our team whipped up 
such a performance that it toppled teams 
after teams to emerge the main contender for 
the title and the trophy in the Men’s Football 
Tournament. North-Easterners studying in 
various institutions there travelled more than 
60 kms to support the teams match after match. 
Just when we were set to win the tournament, 
someone threw a spanner in the works and we 
had to be contend with the Runners Up Trophy. 
Even so, hats off to the team that made us 
proud! The local news is just as good. After years 
of hard work and dedication we have now firmly 
made our place in the Runners UP spot our 
permanent stay. “Come storm and high water, we 
shall not be moved from this spot,” said a very 
excited member of the college on conditions of 
anonymity. “Let champions come and champions 
go, but here is where we stay forever” said the 
member. While in many literary and other sports 
events our students have now become giants, 
winning accolades and awards left, right and 
centre, in the field of football and basketball, we 
appear to have been jinxed. Thankfully, the girls 
football team proved us wrong there by winning 
the Inter-College Football tournament organised 
by NEHU. Kudos girls! Our next team to go to 
China will probably be an all-girls team. How 
about it! On to something really exciting. Did 
you know that four of our teachers are walking 
tall because they are now champions at the 
MCTA Inter-Office Badminton Tournaments? 
No. You will see their photos in the Anthonian 
Chronicles. Names withheld until a proper 
ceremony is held to honour them. As long as 
there are such men and women, we can hold our 
head high knowing that there is hope for more 
glory. 

Towards the end of the year and for at least two 
months or so, pockets of the college rang with 
the sound of ‘pani, pani’ and ‘pain, pain’. The 
refrain was repeated almost wherever we went. 
It was beginning to perplex many who began 
to wonder what water and pain had to do with 
anything until it was revealed that neither was 
it pani nor was it pain but rather PANE – for 
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the Physics Academy of the North East (10-12 
November). Now why is this important? Firstly, 
because we get to host the National Conference 
organised by it this time. It seems that it could 
take quite a while before we got another crack 
at it. Secondly because it brought Shri Kiren 
Rijiju, the honorable Union Minister for Home, 
Government of India to our college. You should 
see how we waited anxiously for him to come – 
necks craned up, mouth wide opened, an, eyes 
peeled  to the skies hoping to catch a glimpse 
of the helicopter he was said to be in like desert 
people looking up at the skies for the never 
appearing rain to come. Suddenly the echoes of 
‘pani, pani’ and ‘pain pain’, came back to mind 
and the revelation they brought along with them 
was powerful. And the conference came to an 
end as quickly as it began. 

The college week this year was marked by the 
rather cryptic, hieroglyphic theme hand brushed 
on to a dark cloth that twirl in the wind like 
the Mad Hatter’s hat – #The7, it read forcing 
us to come to terms with all the semantic, 
philosophical, historical, religious, social, 
political and digital (seven there too) aspects of 
seven. If it had feelings it would have been in 
the seventh heaven during the entire week we 
celebrated its significance. Anyway, the week that 
we had was a good one. There were new stuffs for 
students to explore and participate in and some 
old and safe things for them to fall back upon. 
However, even as I key in these words I could not 

help but wonder whether we were all in the right 
place and country. The more I think about it the 
more convinced I am that the team that planned 
the week had China in its mind. Chinese lamps 
hanging all around and more prominently red 
chairs everywhere so much so that the photos 
that I took of the closing day looked like they 
were of a Chinese Celebration in Beijing. May 
be next year we can think of Hawaii and some 
beautiful lei and (ahem) swimming trunks.  

Hundreds of former Anthonians made their 
appearances like celebs of tinsel town at the 
Alumni Meet organised by the SACSAA. They 
were regaled by songs of yester years and 
stories of success and succor shared by fellow 
Anthonians culminating in an intense session of 
Mithun-inspired dance sessions. You should see 
them doing the “I am a Disco Dancer” jig. A chip 
of the old block all the way. I hear from a reliable 
source next year’s jig will be to the tune of Lungi 
Dance! Lungi Dance!

For those of you who are wondering what else 
happened in the College, let me assure you 
a lot did. There were seminars, workshops, 
conferences, weddings, talks, lectures, and what 
have you not. Matters such as these are too 
frivolous to be included in this treatise and must 
be relegated to be published in a more befitting 
magazine that can address them with the 
appropriateness that they require. But as for this 
particular literary work of art, it is high time it’s 
laid to rest. Cheerios!

Jacob L. Shylla
Assistant Professor

Department of English
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ARCHIVES

Listening to confidently insistent professors 
lecturing as I passed by windowed 
classrooms down the corridor, pacing 

to attend a morning class, I realised how I was 
probably never going to come back to the college 
after I had graduated. I had thought about the 
inevitability of that happening since the beginning 
of the year, but the fact that a matter of months 
ultimately terminating my status as a member of 
a student body and a personal tribe of friends, 
dejected me. I was relieved to have to finally leave 
the place – I do not like to stay anywhere for too 
long, but a lot happens in three years, and the three 
years spent in St. Anthony’s make me feel like I 
could fit three separate lifetimes since I was 19 to 
the current 21 year old Tori. 
I am not a sentimental person. The idea of being 
attached to a person or place repulses me. I admit 
I become highly emotional on immediate events, 
but I choose to reject and forget about whatever 
has happened as soon as I can, be it great, tragic 
or so-so. That sounds pretty cold and stoic now 
that I’m thinking about it whilst sipping some 
red tea, but that is the only way I can move on 
quickly without any baggage of memories pulling 
me back. I easily frustrate people who demand if 
I remember the time when this or that took place, 
but I had shoved it so deep to the back of my mind 
that the instances I do recall lead me to wonder 
if they are really real or simply made up.  I too 
would be vexed by my voluntary dementia, but 
being the host of this mixed blessing compels 
me to forgive myself.  The side effect of storing 
unwanted mental souvenirs would be the smack of 
late reactions I get when I leisurely skim through 
incidents in my life so far; the boon: knowing that 
life has an unusual sense of humour, and hoping 
that those good times would take me by the hand 
to wander in their bliss once more.
This time is different. Reminiscing about 
times spent inside and outside the classrooms, 
spontaneous and awkward encounters, breaking 
away from one’s clique into the vast sea of peers 
while sympathising over fears and ambitions; 
finding out whether there were mutual affections 
felt towards certain persons; fixing your weekly 
budget for food and commute; swapping notes and 
crude jokes did not seem like a bad compromise to 

me. In fact, these familiarities were so delightful, 
an embargo on these acts was expected time and 
again. Your ability to small talk with acquaintances 
sharpens too, as you are left to socialise on your 
own when your best friends decide to stay home 
and binge watch their favourite shows. And you 
shall be left alone quite often; this is a joy and 
freedom that I eventually welcomed and actually 
waited for to unwind and think of how I could 
recreate myself. Being a patron of idleness and 
dullness was an appealing option, so I sought to 
books in the library for self-possessed thinkers, 
and specific canteen veterans/class bunkers for 
musical philosophies via vintage rock music, to 
give me multi-dimensional meanings to what 
they understood of everything – or at least what 
they could decipher out of what they were going 
through on their own terms.
These are things I will miss most when I leave, 
for it was in this institution that I began to temper 
and refine my preferences and empathies – I 
attempt to bar anyone from robbing me of these 
new beginnings to new outlooks on highbrow and 
layman emotions and thoughts.  Questions of the 
future and my ties to it frighten me to the point that 
I abhor its unavoidable arrival, but contradictorily, 
nothing excites me more than searching for 
chances to refresh, change and adapt myself to 
unaccustomed formats that nudges one to get out 
of their comfort zone to prove and find yourself. I 
suppose this is the stepping stone phase to the Real 
World and the sole reason someone gets out of bed 
every single day: to determine what his purpose 
on earth is that will make his soul sing eternally. 
St. Anthony’s College massacres my doubts and 
reboots my incentives to love yourself, upgrade 
your virtues, to do better and to become a master 
of your own universe, and that is exactly what a 
young adult needs while scaling their way up to 
the paramount of their dreams. 

                                               
                                                                                        

Submitted by: 
Torisa Mawlong

3rd Year B.A.  (History) 
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Psychology Of  Music
“Gitam Vadyang Tatha Nrithang
 Trayang Sangeet Muchyate”…

SangeetRatnakar
(Sangeet is the combination of Vocal 

music,Instrumental music and Dance. In reality 
it can be said that Gita,  vadya and nritya are 

three forms put together defined as Sangeet)

Psychology, a scientific study of human 
behavior has been of interest right from 
ancient times. The earlier definition of 
psychology can be traced to the mysterious 
and philosophical concept namely that of 
soul. Psychology means the study of soul 
as it is derived from the two Greek words 
psyche meaning soul and logos, signifying a 
rational course of study. Music is defined as 
melodious SWARAS, in harmony, pleasing 
to the ear. In contrast to that which displeases 
the ears is noise.

Music has its origin in the ancient 
times. It exists in all societies. It functions in 
the sphere of religion through the whole of 
man’s experiences and into the area of pure 
entertainment. It has been considered as 
the language of the soul, which is the most 
convenient way the people express their 
emotions and passions. These expressions 
can also be found in the form of folk music.

Indian music, in its classical form, is 
one of the most ancient types still surviving 
.It has developed through the ages; yet its 
basic element is as it was over two thousand 
years ago. The term RASA compasses a wide 
range of connotation than simple terms  
as emotions, temperament, moods etc. 
Psychology of music has been a subject of 
interest across the globe. The approach of 
music however, seems to be to the external 
aspects of life in western world while the 
focus of the Indian approach towards it is 
internal.

If a person is to become a good 
musician several factors play a significant 
role. Good environment, parental influence, 
opportunities and above all basic talent and 
interest should be in the individual to to 
have the capability to learn classical music. 
To become a successful musician one has to 
continuously keep up his/ her motivation 
.The crucial recruitment to become a 
musician is proper training under a good 
teacher or GURU.

To be a good teacher or GURU one 
should have the following basic criteria 
viz. self-interest, self-motivation, parental 
influence, external sources, opportunities 
,luck, training  under a good teacher.

At a particular advanced stage of 
learning music the author postulates that the 
student develops the fourth stage of memory 
which may be labelled as creative memory . 
The characteristic of creative memories may 
be as follows:

Remembering the basic information of 
improvisition to different levels and areas.

The basic information may be present 
in different intricate forms.

Knowing the basic structure, the 
student may create some innovative, music 
for example creating a new RAGA or 
composition or improvisition by chanting 
one or two swaras in the RAGA.

Creative memory can be attained only 
after some basic learning takes place. 

It can be concluded that the soul 
and the philosophy of music is the same. 
Hence we express feelings through words. 
A true practitioner of music undoubtedly 
can attain self-realization provided that he 
or she is not tempted by the MUNDANE 
obstruction on his journey to his ultimate 
goal of MOKSHA.                                                                                                                             

Dr. Kanta Kaveri Das
Assistant Professor

Department of Music
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California, USA

Twenty sixteen (2016)  is a special year for me 
as I had the opportunity to visit the United 
States of America. I went to America for two 

reasons: (1) To present a paper at The Society for 
Fresh water Sciences (SFS) annual conference 
during, and (2) To visit Florida International 
University and learn  a few techniques related to 
my research interest. The whole trip was a thrilling 
experience and here are some of the important 
events that I would like to share.
SFS CONFERENCE, SACRAMENTO, 
CALIFORNIA (MAY 21-26, 2016):The Society 
for Fresh water Sciences (SFS) annual conference  
was held in Sacramento at a time when the state is 
experiencing the worst droughts in its modern day 
history. SFS’s theme was “Running on Empty: 
Increasing demands on freshwater Resources in 
the face of a Changing Climate”. The conference 
focussed on declining freshwater availability 
and explored issues of freshwater depletion, the 
consequences for freshwater ecosystems, and 
potential solutions. More than one thousand 
people attended the conference and most of the 
participants were from different states of America. 
I was the only participant from India. On May 23, 
2016, I presented my paper “Overexploitation: 
Threat to fish diversity in Indian Northeast”, 
during the morning session. The paper was well 
accepted and the participants were curious to 
know more about the diversity in the Indian rivers. 
They appreciated the documentation works that I 
have started in my village Lapalang and also the 
on-going plan for conservation of the fishes in the 
rivers.

Apart from the rich and resourceful researches that 
I learnt during the conference, what impressed me 
the most were: 

• The way it was organised. There was no 
wasting of time in inauguration and valedictory 
functions. The programme started right away 
with a brief welcome by the organisers after 
which he introduced the plenary speaker and 
the sessions went on every day.

• The timing was kept and no delay; no extra 
time was given.

• Much time was given to the poster session 
where half a day was dedicated to it.

• The participants stayed on from beginning till 
the end. Nobody was in a hurry to leave.

MONTEREY BAY AQUARIUM (MAY 28, 
2016): The Monterey Bay Aquarium is a non-
profit public aquarium located in Monterey, 
California. The mission of the Aquarium is to 
inspire conservation of the ocean. It has an annual 

Summary of my USA visit (May 17- July 3, 2016)
Bashida Massar, Ph.D

Associate Professor, Department of Zoology, St. Anthony’s College, Shillong
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attendance of around two million visitors. It holds 
thousands of plants and animals, representing more 
than 600 species on display. The aquarium benefits 
from a high circulation of fresh ocean water 
(Pacific Ocean) which is obtained through pipes, 
which pump it in continuously from Monterey Bay. 
Sea life on exhibit includes stingrays, jellyfish, sea 
otters, sea horses, and numerous other native 
marine species, which can be viewed above and 
below the waterline

STANFORD UNIVERSITY (MAY 28, 2016): 
This world class university is located between San 
Francisco and San Jose in the heart of California’s 
Silicon Valley. Since its opening in 1891, Stanford 
has been dedicated to finding solutions to big 
challenges and to preparing students for leadership 
in a complex world. Its seven schools – Humanities 
& Sciences, Engineering, Business, Law, 
Medicine, Education and Earth Sciences – offer 
a breadth of highly regarded degree programmes 
that allow students the freedom to explore their 
intellectual and personal passions. There are 2,153 
faculty members; 4:1 student faculty ratio. To me, 
the university is like a special place where people 
could relax, walk, play, pray and study. I could 
imagine how relaxing it would be to enjoy all those 
facilities after you are done with your day’s work.

GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE, SAN FRANCISCO 
(MAY 29, 2016):The Golden Gate Bridge 
has been declared as one of the Wonders of the 
Modern World by the American Society of Civil 
Engineers. I also visited the Fisherman’s Wharf 
Pier 39 where I enjoyed seeing many sea lions. 
On the way to San Francisco, I visited the Roberts 
winery of Napa and the Facebook main office 
building.

MT. SAN JACINTO, FONTANA,CALIFORNIA 
(MAY 31, 2016):The  8,516 ft. high Mt. San 
Jacinto is located in Palm Springs in the south of 
California. I went to Mt. San Jacinto by the Palm 
Springs Aerial Tramway which is one of the most 
unique attractions on earth - an engineering marvel 
featuring the world’s largest rotating tram cars. It 
was a 2 and half miles, 10 minute trip from the 
valley station to the mountain station.  During 
the ascent, we passed through different zones, 
such as Mexican Sonaran desert, sharp pointed 

rocks, desert palms and Alpine wilderness. Up 
top, Mt. San Jacinto exhibits an incredible scenic 
wonderland- 54 miles hiking trails, a wide variety 
of plants and animals such as mountain lions, 
bighorn sheep, coyotes and racoons, huge and tall 
pinyon pines, yucca, prickly pear and poppies.

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA: Miami beaches 
in Florida are world famous, always flooded 
with tourists from all over the globe. Since it was 
summer, the weather was hot and humid with 
plenty of rain every day. Miami is a cosmopolitan 
city inhabited by people from all over the world. 
Tourists come to Miami to relax in its clean and 
beautiful beaches. 

THE EVERGLADES, FLORIDA: The 
Everglades in Florida is one of the few national 
parks in the United States established to protect 
unparalleled biodiversity. It is also the largest 
subtropical wilderness in the United States, an 
International Biosphere Reserve, a World Heritage 
site and a Wetland of International importance.  
The Everglades’ landscape is unlike any other, 
beautiful, mysterious, and wild. Here, tropical 
and temperate species flourish side by side in an 
environment, part Caribbean, part North America. 
The essence of the Everglades is found in the sharp, 
ragged edges of saw grass blades, an alligator’s 
deep bellow, the many solution holes,, the high-
stepping dance of wading birds, the waterway 
labyrinth of the Ten Thousand Islands, and the 
sparkling, aquamarine waters of Florida Bay.

FLORIDA BAY (JUNE 12-13, 2016): Dr. Carol 
Mitchell, Deputy Director, Everglades National 
park, Florida took me to the Everglades. We 
saw the Miccosukee houses, (one of the tribes 
of America) near and within the park. Inside the 
park, we took one trail and saw animals such as 
gar, turtles, alligators (big and small), birds etc. 
The next day, we went to the southern part of the 
Everglades, which is also the southernmost part 
of Florida. We took two canoes, lifejacket and 
bait for fishing in the Florida Bay. Much further 
from the bay is the Gulf of Mexico and on the 
east is the Pacific Ocean. The water of the wide 
Florida Bay looked cool and bluish-green. The 
mangrove islands here and there and the crystal 
clear sky made the area beautiful, however, the 
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sun was very strong and it was hot. We caught 
Snappers, ladyfish, catfishes and sea trout but, we 
released the small sized fishes back into the sea. 

ELECTROFISHING IN THE EVERGLADES 
(JUNE 16, 2016): Electrofishing is a common 
scientific survey method used to sample fish 
populations and to determine abundance, density, 
and species composition. When performed 
correctly, electrofishing results in no permanent 
harm to fish, which return to their natural state 
in as little as two minutes after being caught. 
Electrofishing relies on two electrodes which 
deliver direct current at high-voltage from the 
anode to the cathode through the water. When a 
fish encounters a large enough potential gradient 
on this path, it becomes affected by the electricity. 
This affects the movement of the fish so that they 
swim towards the anode where they can be caught. 
There are three types of electrofishers: backpack 
models, tow-barge models, and boat-mounted 
models.

Prof. Jennifer Rehage and Dr. Jesse Blanchard 
of Florida International University (FIU) took 
me to Flamingo in the Everglades for electrofishing. 
We sampled canals in the Everglades using a 
boat-mounted, generator-powered electrofisher to 
target the larger prey and consumer taxa. We also 
sampled fishes in the solution holes of Flamingo 
using backpack electrofisher to target smaller prey. 
In the canals we sampled American gar, eels etc. In 
the solution holes we caught only eels.

TAGGING THE FISH IN FLORIDA BAY 
(JUNE 24, 2016): Tagging is a technique devised 
to study the movement, location, site preference of 
the fish. Intra-coelmic implantation of tag is used to 
implant a tag (transmitter) into the body cavity 
of the fish by making a 3cm incision slightly offset 
from mid-ventral line 3 to 4cm posterior to pelvic 
fin. After implantation, one incision was made and 
vet bond glue was applied and the fish was released 
back in the water. Tagged fish movement and 
location was recorded with the help of receivers 
placed strategically around the sample sites. The 
smaller tags, V13, have a life expectancy of 1583 
days and the larger tags, V16, last up to 10 years. 
With Dr. Jennifer Rehage, Professor of Earth 

and Environmental Studies, Florida International 
University, and her Ph.D. student, Cody, we went 
through the Everglades to Florida Keys (Key 
Largo) and then by motor boat we left out of key 
Largo and fished in the McCormick creek sub-
estuary located in north Florida bay. We fished and 
tagged about 10 fishes (common snook, tarpoon, 
sea trout, and sea catfish)

SHEDD AQUARIUM, CHICAGO (June 19-
20, 2016): Shedd Aquarium is an indoor public 
aquarium in Chicago, Illinois in the United States 
that contains 32,000 animals, and was for some 
time the largest indoor aquarium in the world with 
5,000,000 US gallons of water. Shedd was the first 
inland aquarium with permanent saltwater exhibits 
as well as freshwater habitats. The aquarium has 
2 million annual visitors; it was the most visited 
aquarium in the U.S. in 2005, and in 2007.  It 
contains 1500 species including fish, marine 
mammals, birds, snakes, amphibians, and insects. 
Visitors could experience the dolphin, Beluga, 
Penquin shows. They could have a chat with 
sea lions and belugas at the Abbot Oceanarium. 
More importantly, the wild reefs, Caribbean Reef, 
The Philippines, the Amazon, the Asiatic, the 
Australian exhibits have a lot to show and tell on 
almost all the life forms inhabiting them in the 
wild. It was enough to press the button and learn 
whatever you want about the organism on display 
from the small one such as the sea horse to the fish 
as big as the Arapima or the huge Anaconda of the 
Amazon. The aquarium also has a special exhibit 
on Amphibians of the world. 

CHICAGO CITY (June 21, 2016): I hopped onto 
a HOP-IN-HOP-OUT Chicago trolley- a double 
decker bus that took us through the city which is 
dominated by the tall and magnificent towers such 
as the Trump Tower and the once upon a time 
tallest building in the world  namely the “Sears 
Tower” now known as Willis Tower. 

Acknowledgement: I am grateful to the 
management of St. Anthony’s College, Shillong, 
Meghalaya for granting me leave and to Dr. Sonali 
Saha, Dr. Carol Mitchell and Dr. Jennifer Rehage, 
Florida, USA for their support and help.
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We all have come in contact with many students 
whose mode of response to College and University 
life is detrimental not only to themselves but can 
also have a damaging effect to the quality of 
their education. We often find students, who are 
indecisive, aggressive, romantically involved, 
having difficulty in socialisation, falling prey to 
alcohol and drug addiction, as well as resorting 
to suicide attempts and use of violence. Such 
behaviours are a cause of concern for every one 
of us. Therefore, we need innovative problem 
solvers and acknowledge the learning imperatives 
of the ‘new knowledge society’. If these students 
are left unattended, and their behaviour problems 
are not addressed and prevented, then there can 
be no more defeatist expression than the fatalistic 
attitude of our society. A waste of human resource 
is simply not acceptable in a labour surplus 
country like India because it has socio-economic 
implications. Hence, we are required to save 
their talents which are so very critical for the 
‘new knowledge society’. This brings us to the 
relevance of understanding the psychodynamics of 
behavioural problems which are extremely wide-
spread among the students pursuing higher studies 
in Colleges and Universities. 
It is vital to address and prevent serious behaviour 
problems because: 

1. It can ruin the life of students who develop 
life-threatening behaviour problems. 

2. A need to transform students into a skilled 
workforce and innovative problem solvers 
for the development of the country. 

3. It has cost implications since serious 
behaviour problems drug addiction, crime 
and high-risk sexual practices result in 
health-care cost, judicial cost and victim-
related cost. 

4. It can lead to academic failure and drop-outs. 
5. There is a moral obligation to reduce the 

growing number of stress and anxiety-
induced suicides among students. 

Sudhir K. Mondol
Former Head 

Department of Economics
St. Anthony’s College

Shillong – 1

To understand better on the importance of 
addressing and preventing serious behaviour 
problems, there is a need to recognise the following 
groupings of behaviour problems depending on 
their nature. 

1. Emotional Problems: Students experience 
emotional problems like excessive day-
dreaming, romantic involvement and so on. 

2. Educational Problems: Educational 
problems can be in the form of lack of 
concentration or examination anxiety. 

3. Physical Problems: Physical problems like 
insomnia, excessive sleep, fatigue, giddiness, 
and strain in the eyes. 

4. Sexual Problems: These can be auto-erotic 
practice and associated feelings of guilt and 
anxiety. 

5. Dependence: Lack of initiative, passive 
mindset. 

6. Self conflict: Conflict between self image 
and inability to achieve it. 

7. Choice anxiety: Choosing between two or 
more unpleasant alternatives. 

Apart from the groupings and their nature, there are 
several other factors leading to the development of 
serious behaviour problems. 

1. Inherited Factors: Being easily irritated, 
having intense reactions. 

2. Ways of thinking: Negative thinking can 
often lead students into trouble. 

3. Neuro-Psychological Problems: These 
include difficulty with the brain processes 
that organise memory and control  
emotions.

4. Parenting Practices: Over-reaction of 
parents towards their children’s behaviour 
and lack of supervision and  .  inconsistent 
discipline. 

5. Adverse social circumstances: Parents’ 
unemployment, financial hardships, poor 
housing and deprivation. 

The Dynamics of Behaviour Problems among 
Students
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6. Peer Influences: Gang membership, having 
siblings with conduct-disorder can be 
associated with development of    
serious behaviour problems. 

7. College/University: Feeling alienated, 
inability to accomplish success, strained 
relationship with a faculty can lead to  
worsening of serious behaviour problems. 

Preventive aspect and curative aspect: 
With growing complexity in every dimension of 
our life, the behaviour problems among College 
and University students are becoming more and 
more complicated. Therefore, there is a need to 
evolve an effective guidance and counselling 
mechanism that can be implemented to deal with 
complex behaviour-related issues emerging out of 
changing circumstances. 
The whole range of behaviour problems among 
College and University students can be looked at 
from two different perspectives – if prevention is 
better than cure, then guidance and counselling 
can prevent serious behaviour problems before 
a student is afflicted with it and this should get 
precedence over the guidance and counselling 
which focuses on cure, after a student has become 
a victim of serious behaviour problems. There 
need to be a paradigm shift from the remedial 
aspect to the preventive aspect of how to tackle 
serious behaviour problems. 
The International Academy of Education, in 
its Educational Practices Series, has developed 
research-based and well-articulated interventions 
which can effectively prevent serious behaviour 
problems among students. These interventions 
are:- 

1. Start Prevention Early: Early intervention 
must begin with the arrival of students in 
College or University campus. Teachers 
need to be trained to apply systematic 
consequences for desirable as well 
as undesirable behaviours. College 
interventions can also involve parents by 
teaching them the ways to positively interact 
with their children. 

2. Positive Consequences Matter: Providing 
immediate positive consequences to 
increase desirable behaviour is commonly 
called ‘Positive Reinforcement’. Positive 
consequences can be tangible like monetary 
rewards or intangible like appreciation or 

praise. A simple knowledge of economics 
tells us that changing incentives that involve 
money can produce changes in business 
practices. 

3. Negative Consequences Matter: Just 
as immediate positive consequences can 
increase desirable behaviour, immediate 
negative consequences can reduce 
undesirable behaviour. Undesirable 
behaviour decreases when that behaviour is 
costing the students in terms of money, time 
or loss of privilege and opportunity. 

4. Building Skills through Practice: Research 
based findings highlight creating of 
opportunities for students and encouraging 
them to practice interpersonal and academic 
skills. 

5. Monitoring students’ Behaviour: Our 
knowledge of where young people are and 
with whom they are, can considerably prevent 
problem behaviour. Research indicates that 
young people are likely to experiment with 
drugs or alcohol or any problem behaviour 
if there is minimal supervision than where 
supervision is continuous. 

6. Limiting Opportunities for undesirable 
behaviour: Another research based 
intervention suggests reducing the youths’ 
access to situations in which problems 
behaviour are widespread. Even the most 
troubled young people cannot engage 
in problem behaviours unless they have 
opportunity to do so. 

7. Limiting Biological Risks: Genetic 
influences are not the only biological 
influences on the development of behaviour 
in a person. Most non-genetically biological 
influences have an environmental component 
that can influence problem behaviour  such 
as exposure to lead or any other toxins have 
been found to increase the risk of aggression. 
Therefore, such risks can be controlled by 
eliminating the use of toxin based products. 

8. Discouraging Aggression and Creating 
Appropriate Norms: College authorities 
can frame rules prohibiting aggression of 
any form and can use immediate negative 
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consequences. Similarly, college and 
university authorities can establish strong 
and clear norms for behaviour to avoid 
undesirable behaviour. 

Final Reflections and Conclusion: 
Young people can be an asset if we can transform 
them into skilled workforce or they could be a 
potential social threat if misguided. Therefore, 
guidance and counselling are paramount in 
transforming these young people. Albert Einstein 
rightly said, “The significant problems we face 
today cannot be solved at the same level of thinking 
we were at when we created them”. Hence, we 
need a new level of thinking in order to improve 
the existing situations. The life threatening 
behaviour problems among students forces us to 
generate a new level of thinking that can evolve 
into an effective mechanism to deal with such 
students with behaviour problems. Finally, this 
topic’s primary goal is to engage the attention of 

experts, academicians, educational administrators 
and planners to – 

i. Understand the emerging trends in the 
psycho-dynamics of behaviour problems 
among students 

ii. Explore the usefulness of reforms in every 
guidance and counselling set-up 

iii. Recognise the guidance and counselling 
imperatives of our students 

iv. Analyse the Public Policy in the whole 
spectrum of guidance and counselling 

References: 
1) International Academy of Education – 

Educational Practices Series 
2) International Bureau of Education 
3) Seligman, Martin: Learned Optimism 
4) Kochhar, S. K.: Guidance and Counselling in 

Colleges and Universities

The journey so far in college has been a memorable one. It has just been one year and the college 
has already taught me so much. I remember my first day in this college when I was so nervous about 
everything around me but today when I see myself, I see a completely different person.

The college has built me up in many ways. It has taught me to be confident about myself. I re-
member myself being shy and timid back in school but this college has transformed me altogether. 
It has helped me overcome many problems, one of which was stage fright. The seminar held in the 
department was an opportunity to overcome fear. I could never imagine myself presenting a paper in 
front of so many people. That was one of my ACHIEVEMENTS, if I could call it so.

The other ‘ACHIEVEMENT’ is my friends. Yes, I call them my achievement. I have made very few 
friends in college but they are real Gems. They make the hectic life in college much easier.

All in all, the college has taught and given me many things in just a year and I will never be able to 
thank it enough for the transformations it has made in my life.

Saloni Sharma
4th Semester B.A. (English)

The Journey So Far
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CYBER CLUB
About The Club

Cyber club was formed by the students of St. Anthony’s College of Computer 
Science Department in the year 1996. The members of the club see themselves as 

a leaven in the college for bringing computer literacy to the rest of the student community, while at 
the same time enhancing their own skills. They also organize seminars, debates, quizzes, essay 
and software development competitions, etc. Their motto “Learn, Teach, Serve” emphasizes the 
very philosophy of the club: to become personally proficient in order to be of service to others.
Specific Activity undertaken:
The Cyber Club organized many Training Programmes in Personal Computer Software as per 
the following Details. The programmes target students from the rural areas who do not have any 
opportunity to use computers. They were taught by students of the Cyber Club who are more 
fortunate than the trainees in terms of computer education. The training covered the fundamentals 
of office applications (Windows Operating System, MS Word, MS Excel, and MS PowerPoint). 
A noteworthy feature is that while theory or main instructional lesson is given by one of the students 
at a particular session, for the practical sessions, there would be as many as eight to ten students 
to help the trainees on a nearly one to one basis. This is of enormous help to the participants of 
the course. They are able to interact on a peer to peer level and clarify all their doubts instantly. 

Members:
Members of the club comprise the students from Bsc. Computer Science. Office Bearers of the 
club comprise the following:-

• Club President: Kevin.S.Khonglam (Bsc 3rd Year)
• Vice President: Leonard Deka (Bsc 4th Semester)
• Secretary: Aquiline Kharbuki (Bsc 3rd Year)
• Treasurer: Ashish Lahe Rana (Bsc 3rd Year)
• Teacher-in-Charge: Prof.Polynia V. Kharbuli

Programmes organised by the club in the past 2 years:
1. Basic course in Introduction IT at St. Paul’s Secondary School, Nongpoh 

           From 13.Dec.2014 to 18.Dec.2014
2. Basic Course in Introduction IT at St. Anthony’s College, Shillong

           From 08.June.2015 to 08.July.2015
3. Basic course in Introduction IT at RRTC, Umran

           From 14.Dec.2015 to 19.Dec.2015
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Republic Day Camp- 2016, New Delhi
The Camp was held from 1st January 2016 to 31st 
January 2016 in New Delhi.
The following Cadets from St. Anthony’s College, 
NCC were selected under NER Directorate:
1. JUO. Sanidaphi Makri  
2.   JUO. Treyookidame Jat 
3.  SGT. Richard Star Lyngdoh

Achievements of Cadets in the Republic Day 
Camp
Rajpath March: JUO. Treyookidame Jat

Army Attachment Camp, Umroi, Meghalaya
The Army Attachment camp was organised by the 
5/11 Gorkha Rifle in Umroi Military Station and 
was held from 10th December to 23rd December, 
2015. The cadets of the college attended the camp.

Achievements in ATC Camp 2015
1. 1st prize in Bayonet Fighting Competition 

(junior group}: CDT. Devilal Sharma
2. 1st prize in Bayonet Fighting Competition 

(senior group]: CDT. Kaushik Barman
3. 1st prize in Group Singing: St. Anthony’s 

College
4. 2nd Prize in Bayonet Fighting Competition 

(junior group): CDT. Phain Shylla
5. 2nd prize in Bayonet Fighting Competition 

(senior group): CDT. Swarzina Swargiary

Combined Annual Training Camp (CATC-III)
The Combined Annual Training Camp was held at 
119 T A Battalion,Bishnupur. A number of cadets 
of the college underwent the training in the camp 
from 01st June 2016 to 10th June, 2016.

Achievements of Cadets in CATC- III
1. Best Camp Senior  : SUO Rohan Chettri 
2. Best MC Appreciation: JUO P L Jameson 

Neihsiel
3. 1st Prize in contingent Drill: St. Anthony’s 

College
4. 1st  Prize in Football: St. Anthony’s College
5. 2nd Prize in Best Drill  :  CPL. DERRICK P 

SHANGOI   
6.  2nd Prize in Solo Songs: SGT Robin B.K.
7. 2nd Prize in Solo Songs : BHM Apmiki Kanai

8. 3rd Prize in Best Drill : CDT M.V. Mayasaro 
9. 3rd Prize in Group Dance: St.  Anthony’s 

College

International Yoga Day- 21st June 2016
The NCC cadets of St. Anthony’s College actively 
volunteered during the programme. 30 cadets 
actively took part in the Yoga Day Celebration 
organised by 41 Meghalaya Artillery Battery NCC, 
Shillong in collaboration with the Art of Living. 

IMA- Indian Military Academy Attachment 
Camp, Dehradun
JUO. Swarzina Swargiary of St. Anthony’s College 
NCC under 41 Meghalaya Arty Bty Unit had 
undergone training held in INDIAN MILITARY 
ACADEMY- DEHRADUN and was awarded the 
best shooter in the Camp. The camp was held from 
22nd June 2016 to 2nd July 2016.

Kargil Vijay Divas in St. Anthony’s College- 
26th July, 2016
St.Anthony’s College remembered the Martyrs 
and celebrated the Kargil Vijay Divas in honour 
of those brave soldiers who fought and laid 
down their lives willingly at the front, for our 
motherland, India. In the programme the college 
NCC performed a Guard of Honour for Late Capt. 
K.C. Nongrum (Maha Vir Chakra) who sacrificed 
his life in the Kargil War- 1999 for our great 
nation. The chief guest of the programme was the 
Additional Directorate General (ADG) of NER 
Directorate Major General R.G.R Tiwari. There 
were Commanding Officer of 41 Meghalaya Arty 
Bty, NCC Col. Manoj Kumar and parents and 
brothers of Late Capt. K.C. Nongrum who were 
present at the programme. There was also the 
wreath laying ceremony in honour of our hero 
Late Capt. K.C. Nongrum.

International Youth Day -12th August, 2016
The NCC Cadets of St. Anthony’s College in 
collaboration with Shillong Commerce College 
and Shillong College celebrated the International 
Youth Day on 12th August 2016 in Shillong College. 
The NCC Cadets took the Swachh Bharat Pledge 
on the same day followed by a cleaning drive.

EvEnts of st. Anthony’s CollEgE nCC 2016
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69th Independence Day Celebration- 15th August 
2016
St. Anthony’s College celebrated the 69th 
Independence Day. The NCC of the college 
performed the Flag Hoisting Ceremony and 
organised the March past competition. The 
chief guest was Professor Manas Das Gupta of 
Chemistry Department. The NCC Cadets along 
with the students from AYC, NSS, hostellers from 
Stephen Hall and Mamma Margret and Commerce 
Department took active part in various competitions 
in the college premises.

Shillong Group Pre-RDC Camp, Silchar 
(Assam)- 2016
The camp was held at Silchar, Assam from 18th 
October 2016 to 28th October 2016. Several NCC 
cadets of the college had underwent training during 
the camp.

Achievements of Cadets in Pre-RDC
1. Best MC : CDT M.V Mayarso 
2. 1st Prize in Flag Area: St. Anthony’s College
3. 2nd Prize in Flag Area Briefing: CDT Gaurav 

Deb
4. 2nd Prize Best Cadet : CDT Gaurav Deb

SSB screening Capsule OTA kamptee, Nagpur 
(Maharashtra)
The following NCC Cadets were selected to attend 
the Service Selection Board Screening camp at 
OTA ,Kamptee from 17th October,2016 to 26th 
October,2016
1. SUO Rohan Chettri   
2. JUO. John Shimjoy Anal

Basic Leadership Camp (BLC), Agartala 
(Tripura)
A number of NCC Cadets were selected to 
represent Shillong Group at Agartala for the BLC 
Camp from 02nd November to 11th November 2016

Achievements of Cadets (BLC)
1. 1st  Prize in Football  
2. 1st Prize in Volley ball  
3. 1st  Prize in Basket ball  
4. 1st  Prize in Group Song
5. 1st Prize in Lecturette  
6. 2nd Prize in Group Discussion

Advanced Leadership Camp (ALC), Jorhat 
(Assam)
The following NCC Cadets were selected for the 
Advanced Leadership Camp in Jorhat, Assam 
from 16th November to 29th November 2016
1. JUO P.L  Jameson Neihsiel  
2. SGT Anisha Singh

Sardar Patel Narmada Trekking – 1 (Gujarat)
The following NCC Cadets were selected for the 
Sardar Patel Narmada Trekking – 1 (Gujarat) from  
29th November to 8th December, 2016
1. BHM Apmiki Kanai  
2. CPL Oristar Kharsyntiew

NER Trekking- 1, Shillong (Meghalaya)
The following NCC Cadets were selected for the 
NER Trekking – 1 (Shillong) from 10th December 
to 17th December, 2016 in Laitkor, Shillong.
1. CPL Oristar Kharsyntiew  
2. CDT Pius Bareh

Lt Andreana S. Malngiang
ANO, NCC (Girls’s Senior Wing)
St.Anthony’s College

Lt G.S. Swett
ANO, NCC (Boy’s Senior Division)

St.Anthony’s College
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Bob Dylan and the Bengal Connection

           Bob Dylan--- the noted and worldwide acclaimed modern, western, folk singer, being awarded the 
Nobel Prize for Literature - sent shock waves of joy and exhilaration for all music-and-literature-lovers all 
over the world. The singing messiah of the sixties is not only songwriter, singer, lyricist and composer but 
also a documentary-film maker and painter, par-excellence. He has been the source of the visionary wave 
of influence on thinking and feeling, intelligent minds, in spite of it not being an electronic and digitalised 
world during Dylan’s time. Through his universally appealing soul-stirring music, Dylan in league with Paul 

Robeson, John Lennon and Pete Sieger stirred up a revolution 
of uncontrolled and simmering angst directed against all forms 
of injustice and oppression. America’s policy of aggression 
and violation, especially the Vietnam War came under attack 
through their music. The Western world’s culture of protest 
over hegemony and invasion was certainly influenced by Dylan’s 
unforgettable lyrics epitomising everyman’s pain and anger.

          The combined power of music and literature today, 
comes together as a new literary artistic force, thanks to the Nobel Committee’s highly enlightened choice 
of the singer Bob Dylan as this year’s recipient of the Nobel Prize in Literature. In this selection of the 
power of harmonious sound/music in fusion with the power of daring thought/poetry, the field of literature 
is widened and further enriched. A progressive step forward indeed for the artistic extension of the ambit of 
literature.

           Bob Dylan’s place in the love and appreciation of Western music in India enjoys a special niche 
by itself. Shillong for instance, can well be proud of its distinction in celebrating Bob Dylan’s Birthday 
under the aegis of Lou Majaw (the Bob Dylan of Shillong!) and his dedicated friends for the last twenty 
five years, even before the Nobel.

           Bob Dylan’s Bengal connection began with Purno Das Baul in the fifties, when Das was touring 
the US and the two met in New York. Baul singing is an ancient singing tradition that is specific to rural 
Bengal. The Bauls are a small insular community with their very own social practices and norms and lead a 
very segregated life style that is related only “to” “with” and “for” singing. It is a folk tradition in singing, 
of the type of the wandering, bardic minstrels of the middle ages in Europe that is still alive in Bengal. 
Under threat of dying a natural death, there is a conscious effort to revive it by interested quarters. The 
friendship struck between Bob Dylan and Purna Das Baul when he was performing in New York¬ was so 
engaging, that Dylan travelled all the way to Calcutta subsequently to attend Das’ son’s wedding. As is 
well known now about Dylan - from his famous/infamous reaction after the Nobel Prize announcement--- 
how he went into hiding and became incommunicado for weeks; it goes without saying that Dylan continued 
his fiercely reclusive conduct during his stay in India. The visit was kept strictly private and personal. He 
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even declined to sign autographs at the wedding to those fortunate 
enough to be present at the ceremony. The Bob Dylan connection 
however persists with JUDE (Jadavpur University Department of 
English) being the only Institution to prescribe Dylan’s songs/
poems in the Under-Graduate Syllabus. With the announcement 
of the Nobel for Literature for Bob Dylan, JUDE has gone on 
immediately, to prescribe Dylan in the Post-Graduate Syllabus too. 
I hope other universities follow the innovative Trend of the Nobel 
Committee.

Mondakini Basu
Associate Professor

Department of English

My city, my city, my vain fortress,
A realm of awe, a tainted chest

Where a child’s dream flickers in black and white,
Not in mind and might.

I watch a maiden atrociously yawns,
As unstable as a sinful soul
She roves like a vagabond,

Rejected by the scroll:
I watch a dreary widow

Breathes to bleed,
Serenades for echoes,

For she has not, a penny to feed,
Her prized, ill-fated seeds;
O’ I pity the selfish fauns,

For they know not what dawns,
What haunts an insatiable beast

When life is all at ease.
My city, my city, my proud city,

What of my own destiny ?

BLACK & WHITE 

CITY
Submitted by:

Nathan D. Langstieh
3rd yr B.Sc. (Mathematics)
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MINNOVA CLUB
Motto: - “Passion, Innovation, Excellence”

MINNOVA club was established by the department of Business of Administration St. Anthony’s College in 
the year 2008. It is an inclusive club comprising only the students of the department. MINNOVA stands for 
Management Innovation which speaks about the management of activities by the club and the Innovative 
ability of the club. It has its own constitution. 

The club is headed by the President and his Council. It conducts general meetings and handles all the activities 
of the department. This club is a platform for students of the department to implement what they learn in 
the classrooms and to give a feel of the real business world. 

Activities of the club
1. It conducts an annual Corporate Selling where members implement their knowledge and innovations.
2. It takes up sales on big occasions in the college.
3. It organises Field Trips, outings, etc.
4. It organises social uplift programmes.
5. Guest Lectures for the department are frequently organised.
6. It collaborates with the College committee in programmes conducted by the college.

General Secretary
Dameshan Kharlukhi
3rd Year B.B.A.
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To,
  My Dearest Mei, 
 You kept me for 9 months in your womb 
and in those 9 months, I could see the world 
through your eyes. The moment I came into this 
earth, I become your whole world. Now your 
whole life rotates around me, you see the world 
through my eyes. Every time I fall and injure 
myself, your heart skips a beat. You laugh when 
I laugh and cry when I cry. When at times I fall 
sick, you wake up the whole 
night to tend to me and pray 
for my health. My exam time 
becomes your exam time 
and you are more nervous 
than I am over my result. You 
know my needs before I tell. 
You always give me what is good for me and not 
what I need. 
 Mei you are my mom, my dad, 
my first and best teacher, 
my sister, my best 
friend. You know 
everything about 
me, more than I 
know about myself. 
You taught me how 
to be independent.
 There are 
many heroes in the 
world but for me 
you are my role model, 
my super hero, for me you 
are invincible. You may not 
be very educated like others, but 
you are better than any educated 
person, you know things better than 
anyone, you know things that textbooks 
cannot teach me.
 I may not say much but I LOVE YOU Mei, 
I love you more than anything in this whole wide 
world. I am not afraid even if this whole world is 

against me as long as you are there by my side, 
with you I can do anything and everything.
 Mei you have the most beautiful face in 
the whole world. I love seeing you smile and I 
will do everything possible for me to keep that 
smile on your face.
 Mei thank you very much for not giving 
up when everyone says it is impossible. Thank 

you for conceiving me with 
hope, carrying me with faith 
in you and giving birth to me 
like a miracle. Thank you for 
making these three things 
– Hope, Faith, Miracle – the 
centre of my life. You are 

ever encouraging, telling me never to quit even 
when I fail. You support me in everything that I 
do.

I don’t need the best 
of everything in this world 

but thank you for 
guiding me the very 
BEST OF YOU. That is 
all I want and that is 
all I need. Sorry Mei 
for all those times 
that I couldn’t prove 
myself to be a good 

daughter.
 I LOVE YOU Mei and 

please stay by my side till the 
very end. No one can love me 

like you do and your love for me 
is the highest form of LOVE there will 

ever be. No one can be like you. You’re 
the Best Mom in the world.

With love, 
From your one and only,

Ieid (Aquiline)

1st prize Winner:
Aquiline Kharlukhi, 3rd year BSc

Department of Computer Science

Love Letter Writing Competition
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Ka la dei ka por lyiur, ka Rilin ka sngewjlep bad 
sngewngiah ban shong ha ïing. Ka mynsiem jong ka, 
ka sngewkwah bad thrang hir hir ban leit jngoh kai 
ïa ki wah kiba don kham pajih na la ïing. Kumta ka la 
her wut wut sha kata ka jaka.
“Kaei kaba jia ïa nga? Wat la nga poi sha kane ka jaka 
baitynnat, hynrei ngam tip balei pat ka mynsiem jong 
nga ka sngewkhia bad nga sngew kumba don kaei-re-
kaei kaba shon ha ka dohnud jong nga.” Ka kylli ïa 
lade ha ka jingbyntip eiei bad ka jingsngew lyngngoh.
“Mano ban jubab ïa ki jingkylli jong nga?” Ka la kren 
wei briew hangta.
Hynrei ki jubab kiba ka la ïoh ki long tang ki jingsiaw 
jong ki sim bad ka jingkynud ki wah, kaba la wanrah 
pynban ï aka jingsngewtieng ha ka mynsiem jong ka.
“Ngan leit phai noh sha ïing,” ka la kut jingmut ha 
la marwei.
“Tangba nangno sha ka lynti nga wan?” Ka kylli ïa lade 
haba ka la ïohi ba kiba ker ïa ka hangta ki long tang 
da ki khlaw barben suda, ha kaba kam ïohi shnong 
briew eiei ruh em.
“A Trai Kynrad, to ai bor ïa ki kjat jong nga ban kam 
bad to pyneh ïa ka mynsiem ba tieng jong nga. A 
lait na Me mano pat ban don ryngkat bad nga.” Ka 
la kyrpad jur da ka mynsiem sngewrit da kaba dem 
khohsiew ha kata ka jaka.
Ka la ïaid bad kam ïa la ki kjat khlem tip shuh ïa ka 
sngi ka miet. Hapdeng kane ka jingïaid lynti jong ka, 
ka la sdang ban ïohi briew ha ryngkat ki shnong ba 
ki shong.
“Ngam artatien ba kane ka dei ka shnong jong nga. 
Hynrei pat balei ka kylla long haduh katne.? Nangno 
ki mih kine ki ïing paki-dulan kumne.? Ka la dap sa 
tang da ka jingbym lah ban mutdur haba ka ïohi ba 
baroh ki la kylla lut, ym shuh kumba ka dang mih ban 
shang pyrthei. 
“Shaei ki jingkhuid bad jingshida kiba synshar ïa u 
briew baroh shikatta.” Baroh kiba ka ïohi ki long tang 
da ki jingjakhlia suda, la ka long ha ka ktien ka thylliej 
ba ki kren ne ki kam ba ki trei.
“Shano keiñ ki briew kiba long bad riam kum ma 
nga?” Ka dap sa tang da ki jingkylli suda. Kam ïohi 
shuh ïa ki Khasi kum ma ka. Ka la ïohi ïa kawei ka 
briew ba ka ïaid nangta, te ka Rilin ka la leit kham 
hajan bad ka la kylli, “Kong, kane ka dei ka ri Khasi 

em?” Kata ka briew ka la jubab, “Em kam don satia 
kum kata hangne,” te ka la leit noh la ka lynti. Ka 
mynsiem ka Rilin kam lah shah shuh bad ki ummat 
ki la sdang ban tuid na ki khmat jong ka. Hamar kata 
ka por ka la ïohi sa ïa kawei pat ka briew. Ka Rilin 
ka la kylli, “Kong, phi ithuh ïa i kmie jong i Rilin?” 
Hynrei ka jubab ba ka ïoh ki long da ki ktien aiu tip 
kiba kam sngewthuh wat tang shikyntien ruh. Kumta 
ka Rilin ka la phet ïamrem na kata ka jaka. Ynda ka 
la ïaid biang katto katne por, ka la sngewkmen ban 
ïohi ïa kawei ka kynthei Khasi kaba iduk raitoi bad 
itlot iswai bha ba ka mih na kawei ka ïing paki-dulan. 
Kumta ka Rilin ka la leit hajan ban pan jingïarap lem 
na ka. “Kong, sngewbha seh ai jaka sah lem ïa nga 
ha ïing jong phi.” Kata ka briew ka la jubab, “Hep, 
nga sngewsynei shi katdei eh ïa phi. Tangba ngan 
leh kumno haba ma nga ruh nga long tang ka shakri 
bapoh tam ha kane ka ïing.”
Ka Rilin ka la ïaid noh nangta, katba ka dang ïaid, ka 
la ïohi kumba dei ka kmie jong ka, kaba sar phyllaw ha 
kawei ka ïing. Te ka la kylli bad ïam artat, “Mei, balei 
phi long kumne? Shaei ka ïing jong ngi? Balei phi trei 
ïa kane ka jait kam?” Ka la ïam pangnud marwei, ki 
ummat ki long kumba theh na ka ktang.
“Khun, khun sngap, balei phi ïam?” la khroh ka kmie. 
“Ïathuh ïa i mei khun, phi phohsniew ne?” la kylli 
biang ka kmie.
Ka Rilin ka shem ïa lade ba ka don ha jingthiah bad 
ka kmie. Ka la ïathuh lut ïa kaba la jia baroh. “Khun, 
ka jingphohsniew jong phi ka batai shai shaphang ka 
Ri Khasi. Lada phi ki khun ka ri phim kyndit bynriew 
noh na ka jingïohthiah, khlem pep ngin long kum ki 
briew ha ka jingphohsniew jong phi bad lehse ngi lah 
ban ïap noh ruh ha kawei ka sngi.”
Da ka jingkhia ka mynsiem, ka Rinlin ka la leit ha kliar 
u Lum Shillong bad pyrta;
“A! ko Mei Ri Lum Khasi
Pha dang don mo ki khun ïeit Ri?
Kiba kynmaw ïa Khlawait ka Ri,
Bad ïap ïaphi na ka bynta jong ngi.”
Hynrei don tang khyndiat kiba ïohsngew ï aka jingpyrta 
jong ka bad ki ñiewkor bad kheiñkor ïa la ka Ri. Don 
pat ki bym shym la ïohsngew satia bad ki im la kum 
ha ki rngai ka jingphohsniew. 

HA RNGAI KI JINGPHOHSNIEW
1st Prize Khasi Story Writing Competition

Bandari Hadia
4th Semester B.Sc .(Physics)
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Activities (2015-16)

Village outreach program Wahmyntait, Ri Bhoi 
district

On the 11th of December, 2015, the club carried out 
an outreach program to Wahmyntait village where 
donated clothes, shoes etc., were distributed to the 
villagers, to share the joy of Christmas.

Basic life skills workshop(May 14, 2016)

This particular workshop was organised only for 
the club members; the participants were educated 
on different first aid skills for the time of emergency 
situations and accidents.

World NO TOBACCO day ( 30th-31st May, 2016)

The club observed the World No Tobacco Day 
2016, and on this two-day program, an inter school 
painting competition was carried out and an effort 
was also made to educate the students on the 
adverse effects of tobacco.

Outreach program to Stella Marris Sec. School, 
Wahlang village.

This program was carried out on 12th-13th 
September, 2016. The achievements worth 
mentioning are that the students of the school were 
imparted basic knowledge on computer skills, 
biology practical, environmental education and 
career guidance.

The Anthonian Youth Club
St. Anthony’s College

“United we strive to serve the society”

The Anthonian Youth Club is a non-profitable 
group comprising the students of St. Anthony’s 
college. This young club formed in 2012, strives 
forward standing on its motto “united we strive to 
serve the society”, with the students giving their 
services voluntarily, making a difference around 
the college and the society as a whole.

Aim:  Dissemination of knowledge of the theory 
and practice of all aspects of life building ideals 
as well as, the furtherance of the professional 
development of the students. It also aims at raising 
the condition of those under-privileged children 
who are deprived of getting the basic knowledge.

Office Bearers (2015-16):

President : Bandamanbha Kharlukhi  
Vice-president : Fredrick Shangpliang
General Secretary : Chuimaran Shangh
Assistant Gen. Secretary : Rosemelita Biam
Publicity Secretary : Y. Hormiyo
Documentation secretary : Fullstar Lamin
Treasurer : Hamjngai S. Lyngdoh
Teachers in charge : 
 Prof. Alban D. Marbaniang
 Prof. Baiamonlang C. Nongdhar
Advisor : Rev. Fr. Saji Stephen SDB

Compiled by,
Chuimaran Shangh

(Gen. Secretary AYC)
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Literary Quiz!!!
By: Daphibansara Lyngdoh 

& Serafina Shefali Mawthoh
4th Semester B.A. (English)

1. A famous 19th Century English Poet had 
separated his collections into the ‘Songs of 
Innocence’  and the ‘Songs of Experience’.  
Who was he?

• John Keats
• Robert Browning
• William Blake

2. Along with Wordsworth, who was the other 
poet who published ‘The Prelude’ and ‘Lyrical 
Ballads’?
• Browning
• Coleridge
• P. B. Shelley

3. What was the name of the beloved of  W. B. 
Yeats who inspired some of his best poems 
like ‘Broken Dreams’ and ‘His wishes for the 
Cloths of Heaven’?
• Fanny Browne
• Maud Gonne
• Lady Gregory

4. Poet D.H. Lawrence was very famous for a 
particular type of verse-form. What was it?
• Iambic Pentameter
• Sprung Rhythm
• Free Verse

5. Who was the American poet whom Ted 
Hughes had married, but she later committed 
suicide by asphyxiation? 
• Elizabeth Buston
• Sylvia Plath
• Maud Gonne 

6. Who has written the poems ‘Dockery and 
Son’ and ‘Poetry of Departures’? 
• Seamus Heaney
• Ted Hughes 
• Philip Larkin 

7. Poet W.B.Yeats had written a poem called ‘A 
Coat’. In the poem, the richly embroidered 
‘coat’ is actually a metaphor for something 
much deeper he wishes to say. What is it that 
he wishes to express? 
• The poet possesses a beautiful gift, which 

has been stolen by some ‘fools’, as he 
calls them.

• The poems that he has composed and 
written have been stolen by some others, 
who present it to the world and call it 
their own.

• The poet has composed a beautiful song 
for his beloved, Maud Gonne, but he was 
laughed at when he presented it, because 
Maud did not return his love.

8. What is the main theme of Wordsworth’s 
poem, ‘Nutting’? 
• Realization that there exists a life in 

nature, nature too contains The Divine 
Spirit.

• Childhood memories can never be 
forgotten.

• Life is so full of pressure and routine that 
even a single moment spent with nature 
must be cherished.

9. Which novel begins “It is a truth universally 
acknowledged that a single man in possession 
of a good fortune must be in want of a 
wife…”? 
• Mansfield Park
• Pride and Prejudice
• Hard Times 

10. What word, extended from a more popular 
term, refers to a fictional book of between 
20,000 and 50,000 words? 
• Labella 
• Novella
• Rosella 
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11. What term originally meaning ‘storehouse’ 
referred and still refers, to a periodical of 
various content and imaginative writing? 
• Newspapers 
• Scripts 
• Magazines 

12. The period between 1450 and 1600 in 
European development is known by what 
term, initially used by Italian Scholars to 
express the rediscovery of ancient Roman 
and Greek Culture? 
• The Restoration Period 
• The Renaissance (literally meaning re-

birth) 
• The Neolithic Period  

13. Jonathan Harker’s Journal and Dr. Seward’s 
Diary feature in what famous 1897 novel? 
• Dracula 
• Schindler’s Ark 
• Lolita 

14. Saving Mr. Banks is a 2013 film that depicts 
the relationship between an Australian 
author and a Hollywood movie legend and 
the making of one of Hollywood’s beloved 
musical films about an English nanny. Name 
the author and the movie legend. 
• Mamma Mia 
• The Dodo 
• P.L Travers and Walt Disney. The movie 

was Mary Poppins. 

15. William Shakespeare wrote 38 plays. Which 
comedy happens to be the shortest of his 
plays?  
• A Midsummer Night’s Dream
• A Comedy of Errors
• Romeo and Juliet 

16. Which English writer used the Swastika as his 
emblem in all his books? 
• Oscar Wilde
• Rudyard Kipling. 
• Lewis Carroll

Answers are on Page No. 65
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JINGIM BAKORDOR

Nangne mynta, nangne ngan sdang
Shaphang ka jingim ban maitphang,
Jingim ka long kaba dondor
Ïa ka sumar, to ngin kheiñ kor.

Ngin ym lah len ïa jingshisha
Dei Mei i Pa ba ai ïa ka,
Katne ka longrynïeng ba biang
Ïa ki ngin ym lah siew kylliang.

U Trai Kynrad Nongbuh Nongthaw
U buh ïa ngi ryngkat ka daw,
Ban im ban ïaid ban trei ban khih
Jingim ban ïoh long jingiwbih.

Hangne ha pyrthei ïabeh rong
Baroh ngi don ïa la ka thong,
Mawmer jingim ngin hap ban kam
Ban poi sha ki kliar lum ka nam.

Hynrei hapdeng jingïaid lynti
Ïa ki mawmer jingim jong ngi,
Ngim dei satia ban khate noh
“Akor”, kordor tam na baroh.

Jingim ka shong kumno ngi mon
Ban pynpaw ïa kaba ngi don,
B’U  Blei ha ngi u la tyngkhap 
Mynba u sam ka buit ka sap.

Jinghikai ba ngi la ïoh diang
Kum khynnah pule ngin pynphriang,
Ngin pynpaw lem sha ka pyrthei
Long nuksa ba bha ïa kiwei.

1st Prize, Khasi Poetry Competition
Samanbha Ryntathiang

2nd Semester B.Sc. (Zoology)

“EXIST”

The hungry eyes of man
Who sits; wherever – unplanned?

Is, but home to nature;
Or to God the almighty creator!

Sits lonely on the pavement and;
Watches, as the world passes by;
With a simple, thought in mind,

Who am I?

 Well, the answer? - Not known
But to this question his soul yearns,

The sound, of a coin, dropped!
 Deep down in his heart, he secretly smiles.

Although, vision- slightly impaired and legs 
crippled;

He couldn’t help but think of various puzzles- 
Is the world like a Maze?

With an innocent entry and a mysterious 
exit?

 Where one seems to only exist;
Like an idle mist.........  

 By, Bankitlang P. Kharkongor
2nd Semester B.Com 
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Adolescence being a very critical period, the growth achieved, the experiences gained, responsibilities 
felt and the relationship developed at this stage determines the complete future of an individual. The physical 
growth and development reaches to its peak and human body finds its final shape. An adolescent is eager to 
interact with new experiences, to find new relationship to examine resources of inner strength and fathom 
the strength of inner ability. It is a time when boys and girls feel the joy and pride of growing up.

No matter how much help is given, they are still dependent on others. 
Accordingly adolescence starts at the age of 12 to 13 years. The dawn of adolescence is comparatively 

earlier in girls than boys. 
Boys :  Early adolescence from 11 – 12 or 13 years 
  Middle adolescence 13 – 18 years 
  Late adolescence 18 – 21 years. 
Girls :  Early adolescence from 10 – 11 years 
  Middle adolescence 12 – 15 years 
  Late adolescence 17 – 21 years 
The interest of an adolescent is mainly centred on their physical appearance. Grooming becomes 

increasingly important, cleanliness and experiments with various styles of hair. Girls like to spend more 
time in making themselves attractive. Voice tone and quality becomes important to an adolescent. The 
free shouting and laughter of childhood days give way to greater control of the voice. Boys are interested 
in developing a deep manly voice while girls strive to achieve feminine modulation of tone and dignified 
smile instead of loud speech and uncontrolled laughter. Both boys and girls are extremely interested in 
clothes. They like bright colours, unusual combination and modern fashionable clothes. Girls’ conversations 
include a discussion on topics such as clothes, books, movies, family affairs and personal interests. Boys 
enjoy telling stories and some questionable jokes. A normal adolescent is interested in any kind of activity, 
he can engage with his peers. Interaction with peers is important during the adolescent stage for many 
reasons. A young boy or girl who has not learnt to get along with his/her peer during adolescence is likely 
to have problems of social adjustment during adulthood. As an adolescent becomes more independent from 
his parents it is with the peer group that he can share his confusing emotions, his doubts and his dreams. 
Due to the similarity of background, the peer group does share the basic moral and social values. The 
choice of a vocation during adolescence may be influenced by the occupational activities of the members 
who have achieved success in their field. However, an adolescent is likely to refer to an occupation which 
is considered to be prestigious and having a high social status. Adolescents from the lower social class has 
lower vocational aspirations than those from the upper class. Our society is becoming more competitive, 
more specialized, the kind of job opportunities available are many and complex. It is here that vocational 
guidance is required. Through this type of assistance, students understand their own interests, potentialities 
and how different vocations require persons with different abilities and capabilities. 

The first and foremost psychological need of the adolescent is sex education. Curiosity about sex 
and sex-consciousness becomes too intense at this period. Most of the problems of the adolescents are 
concerned with the sudden onset of puberty. Sex-development which is the central and fundamental 
fact about adolescence is equally disturbing to boys and girls. They become very eager to know what is 
happening in and around them and they try to find out ways and means to satisfy their sex-instinct. At this 
stage, the adolescent needs correct information about puberty and sex. They should get a clear picture of 
the entire phenomenon and understand the real purpose of sex and life. 

ADOLESCENCE ??..... LET’S TRY 
TO UNDERSTAND THEM 

Darihun Kharnongrum
Assistant Professor

Head, Department of Education
Byndihati, St. Anthony’s College Extension 

Campus 
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Emotional needs come second in the psychological needs of the adolescent. They are too sensitive, 
touchy and inflammable. They are too self-conscious and tend to crave for recognition of their individual 
identity and they desire to be a centre of attraction. They consider themselves to be mature persons and 
think that they can take an independent decision. This is particularly true in respect of boys. The emotional 
needs for dependence and independence can be solved to a certain extent by striking a balance between 
control and freedom. An extreme of either will have dangerous consequences. 

Another aspect which the adolescent desires a lot is self-sufficiency and making themselves quite 
independent as adult members of the society. The Indian families suffer badly because parents are ignorant 
of this psychological need of adolescents. They treat them as children and never teach them values of 
self - help and self - support. They destroy the vital energy of their sons and daughters by supporting and 
keeping them dependent until they get married. It is necessary to ascertain the interests of the adolescent 
at an appropriate time and give them guidance to select the right vocation according to their aptitude and 
ability so that they can be self-supporting. 

Social adjustment also comes as one of the great needs of the adolescent. During the adolescent 
period, boys and girls no longer remain members of their own family. They increase their social circle 
progressively by mixing with large groups of people. This meets their socialisation or social development 
which is one of the chief aims of education. An adolescent must learn how to adapt himself to his fellowmen 
by subordinating his own ego and individual preferences. Guidance and counselling is needed from the side 
of parents and teachers to help the adolescents in their need for social adjustment. 

Adolescence is a stress and strain period in every youngsters’ life. An adolescent is not a problem child. 
Parents and teachers must give deep consideration to adolescent’s needs and problems. Every adolescent 
is to be studied carefully as he requires special guidance and help for the solution of the problems and 
satisfaction of his needs.

Literary Quiz
Answers

1. William Blake
2. P. B. Shelley
3. Maud Gonne
4. Free Verse
5. Sylvia Plath
6. Philip Larkin
7. The poems that he has composed and written have been stolen by some others, who present it 

to the world and call it their own.
8. Realization that there exists a life in nature, nature too contains The Divine Spirit.
9. Pride and Prejudice
10. Novella
11. Magazines 
12. The Renaissance (literally meaning re-birth) 
13. Dracula
14. P.L Travers and Walt Disney. The movie was Mary Poppins. 
15. A Comedy of Errors
16. Rudyard Kipling. He later removed it when it became associated with the Nazis.
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The National Service Scheme unit of St. 
Anthony's College offers a vast field of opportunities 
for its volunteers to test themselves, sharpen their 
individual and cooperative skills, and to develop 
their personalities and confidence. They are required 
to give back to the society and the less fortunate, as 
much as possible, so as to strengthen their sense 
of rational generosity and to put Teamwork and 
Goodwill on the map.   

This year witnessed the participation of a 
multitude of communitarian activities by its 
members. In a matter of months, the college's NSS 
volunteers showed their sense of engagement in 
seminars, like the HIV, cancer and human trafficking 
awareness programs, where medical and social issues 
were probed and discussed with the young minds. A 
blood donation camp was also conducted to spread 
an awareness of the virtue of donating one's blood 
to those in need of it, and the camp welcomed 
many blood donors for its benefit. Moreover, the 
NSS students of St. Anthony's College along with 
units from other colleges joined in the Tirnaga 
March in honour of Independence Day in NEHU, 
to display their stand on national harmony and 
unity. They all assembled again for the Foundation 
Day of the NSS, and for its first state-level meet 
in the NEHU. A workshop on Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi's Swachhta Pachwada, based on 

The NSS ANNuAl RepoRT

cooperate volunteering by private organisations and 
corporate entities, was directed to educate them on 
the country's industrial matters. The NSS volunteers 
also took part in the Mother Teresa International 
Film Festival held in the city's U Soso Tham 
Auditorium, to commemorate the canonisation 
of Mother Teresa through the screening of films, 
adapted from her life. Students volunteered in the 
pre-Republic Day parade for the following year's 
participation on the actual Republic Day at New 
Delhi. Besides, a number of volunteers will be 
attending an adventure camp in Arunachal Pradesh 
in the winter of this year. 

The highlights of the NSS programmes was 
the annual special camp denoting the end of the 
year, where a roaring 50 students camped in Swer 
village for a week to complete the previous year's 
construction of a footpath, between the concerned 
village and the village PHC, and to involve 
themselves in cultural and awareness programmes 
with the villagers of Swer.

Thus, with these significant programmes and 
goals accomplished, the NSS has once again added 
another feather to its richly-adorned hat with its list 
of thorough and diligent management of tasks, with 
the help of its student-volunteers and Programme 
Officers.  
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Many things and many people in my life have mattered to me, and 
many of these, the same things and the people have also affected me 
in some profound, meaningful and permanent way. Regardless of this, 

however, there is one person in my life who has done for me more than 
anyone else i.e. my 'Mother'. She is my first best friend.

A mother is the truest friend we have, someone who loves you 
unconditionally and a definite love we will ever experience in our 

existence. 'Of all the gifts that life has to offer, a loving mother is the 
greatest of them all'. It is someone who can take the place of all others 

but whose place no one else can take. When you first learn how to speak, 
what was your first word? It is 'Mom'. We have grown up in the great 

love of our mothers. No one loves us like our mothers; no one is willing to 
sacrifice everything for us like our mothers. If someone asks you, 'Who is 
the best woman in your life?’ I bet you will say it is your mother. Even if 
I were asked, my answer would be emphatically my mom. With me, my 

mother is the best woman in the world. She is a woman like no other. She 
gave me life, nurtured me, taught me, dressed me, struggled for me, held 

me, shouted at me, but most importantly love me unconditionally.

A mother's love begins before the child is born and lasts through 
time in difficulties and differences. Her love is something that no one 
can explain. It is made of deep devotion and of all sacrifice and pain. 
It is endless, unselfish and enduring. Everything good about me, came 

from my mom. If I can be half the mother that she is, I will consider 
Motherhood a success... When I was growing up, we never had the 

best house, the most money, but one thing I had which no one else had 
was the best mother. Looking back, I guess I was the richest kid in my 

neighbourhood after all.

No matter how old I become, sometimes, I still just need a hug from 
my mom to make everything better. When trials heavy and sudden fall 
upon me; when adversity takes the place of prosperity; when friends 

desert me; when trouble thickens around me, still will she cling to me and 
endeavour by her kind precepts and counsels to dissipate the clouds of 
darkness and cause peace to return to my heart. Lucky I am, to have a 

loving mother... She’s a perfect gift from Heaven.
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By: Chingneihoih
2nd Semester B.A. (English)
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Dear Beloved,
I’ve never written a love letter before, so I feel really unqualified and stupid right now. I 

can’t believe I’m doing this, to be honest, you know how unromantic and cynical I am, but 
these past few months with you have made me grow fonder of you, and our conversations flow 
so easily, it’s like I’ve known you my whole life. (I can hear you saying, “Tori, you’re only 21, 
you’ve got about 90 more years to go to call it a lifetime!”).

It is very hard for me to express my feelings about someone publicly, but it’s also a relief  
since it’s you I’m writing about. Your sarcasm, your twisted sense of humour, our shared 
apathies and conflicts on things that both matter and not matter, and your acceptance of my 
vulnerabilities make you the muse of my daydreams. Again, I feel sort of silly; I’m not used to 
broadcasting such things to anyone (I’m doing this as a dare, by the way!). I used to think that 
I’m a pariah to this emotion but you’ve made me rethink about the route I used to have in 
mind – dark, insane, lonesome. Well, I told you that I don’t want to speak too soon, but dude, I 
think we’ll be clinging to each other for a while now. I am too comfortable to think otherwise. 
Besides, we are odd, too righteous and annoying for anyone else to comprehend. I think that’s 
a good, solid foundation enough for a friendship such as ours!

You probably have some suggestions to add to the list, let me finish first though.
Time’s funny, Leon-you feel better or worse as it passes, and for the first time, I feel good 

about a relationship, especially since it’s ours. I get loved easily and am restless when it comes 
to people, even you’ve noticed that. However, you remind me of the warranties of a steady 
talk and the joys in simply being in the company of someone else, and that’s opened a window 
for me, socially and emotionally. How can I afford to let you go now? You’re in my life now; 
you’re a part of it. You’re a part of me. What an honour it is to be with someone who balances 
you out and makes you unrealistically context. 

Well, I haven’t said those magical words yet, but I will, at my own time. But here’s a 
reminder: you matter, and you are mine and I yours. That sounds binding and clichéd, but 
those love songs make sense now. 

From:
         Tori 

P.S: If  this letter has alarmed you to any degree, you should get used to it. I think I enjoy doing 
this love letter thing now. You’re in my thoughts get ready for Love Letter II! 

Love
Letter

writing competition
2ndprize Winner
Torisa Mawlong

3rd year  B.A. (History)
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This beautiful book written by E. F. Schumacher 
was first published in 1973 by Bond and Briggs 
Ltd., London. Schumacher’s easy narration style 
which makes minimum use of economic jargons, 
makes the book remarkable even for lay persons 
to understand the integrate and pertinent 
problems of economics right from the critical 
insights of William Morris on organic farming to 
the Industrial Revolution of Gandhi, Kropotkin, 
Tawney and Galbraith. A collection of essays 
and speeches overlap each other, so skillfully 
manipulated that each repetition gives different 
perspectives on the target literary outlet. The 
book is an unputdownable masterpiece.

The book is divided into four parts. In Part I, 
The Modern World, the author starts off with 
The Problem of Production that many may 
agree has been solved, for the task now 
is ‘education for leisure’ for the 
rich countries and ‘transfer of 
technology’ for the poor. ‘Now 
that man has acquired the 
physical means of self-
obliteration, 

the 
question of peace 
obviously looms larger then even 
before in human history’. Thus he 
proceeds on to the next chapter 
Peace and Permanence where 
he says that a rich man will not 
go to war for he has nothing to 
gain. Again, the exploited poor 
have nothing to loose ‘but their 
chains’. ‘The road to peace, it is argued, 
is to follow the road to riches’. Here the author 
snidely advocates the interplay of the free 
market in the process of development which 
ultimately will bring peace and sustainability. 
In the third chapter The Role of Economics he 
highlights the importance of the market, where 
the buyer is essentially a bargain hunter who 
is not concerned with the origin of the goods 
or the conditions under which they have been 
produced. His sole concern is to obtain the 
best value for his money. In the fourth chapter, 

he coins the term Buddhist Economics as its 
heading. Ordinarily it is assumed that a man who 
consumes more is ‘better off’ than a man who 
consumes less. ‘A Buddhist economist would 
consider this approach excessively irrational: 
since consumption is merely a means to human 
well-being, the aim should be to obtain the 
maximum of wellbeing with the minimum 
of consumption. Finally in the 
fifth chapter 
E. F. 

Schumacher 
sums up with 

A Question of  Size. 
The economy of giantism 

and automation leaves out 
the poor. Thus ‘production 

by the masses, rather than mass 
production’ would be a better deal.

Chapter six to ten comes under Part II which 
deals with Resources. In chapter six, Schumacher 

talks of the Greatest Resource- Education. 
Here he says that science and 

engineering produce ‘know-how’; 
but ‘know-how’ is nothing by 
itself; it is a means without an 
end. The task of education is 
the transmission of the ideas 

of values, of what to do with 
our lives. In short, science cannot 

produce ideas by which we could live. And 
to define education he quotes Confucius. ‘When 
you know a thing to recognize that you know it, 
and when you do not, to know that you do not 
know- that is knowledge.’ In chapter seven The 
Proper Use of Land he starts off with a quotation 
from a book by Tom Dale and Vernon Gill Carter 
entitled Topsoil and Civilisation (1955).

 ‘Man whether civilized or savage, 
is a child of nature- he is not the 
master of nature. He must conform 
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his action to certain natural laws 
if he is to maintain his dominance 
over his environment. When he tries 
to circumvent the laws of nature, 
he usually destroys the natural 
environment that sustains him. And 
when his environment deteriorates 
rapidly, his civilization declines.’

Here he emphasised on the recognition of meta-
economic values on the preservation of our 
land (resources) so that ‘our landscapes would 
become healthy and beautiful again and our 
people would regain the dignity of man.’

In chapter eight (Resources for Energy) and 
Chapter nine (Nuclear Energy- Salvation or 
Damnation), the author cautions the developed 
countries (citing instances of the USA and the 
UK) on their ever-increasing dependence of raw 
materials and fuel supplies for industries from 
underdeveloped countries. The results could 
be catastrophic. This could be avoided ‘if the 
basic harmony of the long-term interests of both 
groups of countries came to be fully realized 
and concerted actions were taken to stabilize 
and gradually reduce the annual flow of oil into 
consumption.’ Again, in the following chapter 
he continues that, since planned demand for 
electricity cannot be satisfied without nuclear 
power, there is an immediate and urgent need 
for mankind to develop societies which are less 
extravagant in their use of electricity and other 
forms of energy. Chapter ten, Technology with 
a Human Face, the last part of Part II deals with 
the philosophical aspect of the use of technology. 
He insists that the modern world has been 
shaped by its metaphysics, which has shaped its 
education, which in turn has shaped its science 
and technology. Now sans metaphysics and 
education, the modern world would be shaped 
by technology. This will take us from ‘crisis to 
crisis’ and finally to ‘breakdown’. He concludes 
‘man is small, and, therefore, small is beautiful. 
To go for gigantism is to go for self-destruction...
to redirect technology so that it serves man 
instead of destroying him requires primarily an 
effort of the imagination and an abandonment of 
fear.’

Part III of the book is entitled The Third World. 
The first part, chapter eleven, under the title 
Development deals with the problems of foreign 

in the process of development. ‘The new 
thinking that is required for aid and development 
will be different from the old because it will 
take poverty seriously.’ It is followed by the 
twelfth chapter: Social and Economic Problems 
Calling for the Development of Intermediate 
Technology. Here, Schumacher is concerned 
exclusively with the problem of helping the 
people in the non-modern sector. The possibility 
of economic development in ‘poverty stricken’ 
areas is through labour-intensive ‘intermediate 
technology’, which is nothing but indigenous 
technology of a typical developing country. 
Schumacher’s skill of transforming an intricate 
and complex problem into a simple and easy 
reading is epitomized in chapter thirteen 
titled Two Million Villages, when he explains 
the concept of sustainability in the process 
of development through aid. ‘The gift of 
knowledge’, he writes, ‘also has far more lasting 
effects and is far more closely related to the 
concept of development. Give a man a fish, as 
the saying goes, and you are helping him a little 
bit for a very short while; teach him the art of 
fishing, and he can help himself all his life. On the 
higher level: supply him with fishing tackle: this 
will cost you a good deal of money, and the result 
remains doubtful; but even if fruitful, the man’s 
continuing livelihood will still be dependent upon 
you for replacement. But teach him to make his 
own fishing tackle and you have helped him to 
become not only self-supporting, but also self-
reliant and independent.’

 Chapter fourteen is entitled The Problem 
of Unemployment in India, which is a talk to the 
Indian Development Group in London. He writes 
that as far as the motivation is concerned, there 
is little to be said from the outside. He quotes 
Leo Tolstoy: ‘I sit on a man’s back, choking him, 
and making him carry me, and yet assure myself 
and others that I am very sorry for him and wish 
to ease his lot by any means possible, except 
getting off his back.’ He insists on ‘self-help’ for 
every able-bodied person in India and not on 
dependency on the centre or big organization.

Part IV: Organisation and Ownership, starts with 
chapter fifteen, A Machine to Foretell the Future. 
Under the headings: ‘Short-term forecasts’ and 
‘Long-term Forecasts’ he delves deep into the 
intricacies of planning. He cautions man against 
surrounding himself by ever-growing ‘armies of 
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forecasters’- such as the mammoth of factual 
data to be digested by ‘ever more wonderful 
mechanical contrivances’ which has degenerated 
the natural thinking capacity of a man. In 
chapter sixteen, Towards a Theory of Large 
Scale Organisation, he writes about the inherent 
dangers in large scale organizations which 
dehumanize individuals to the level of ‘a small 
cog in a vast machine’. ‘The fundamental task is 
to achieve smallness within large organization’, 
by increasing the efficiency of individuals 
through the necessary interplay of theory and 
practice. Chapter seventeen  (Socialism) ends 
with a note that ‘socialists should insist on using 
the nationalized industries not simply to out-
capitalise the capitalist…. but to evolve a more 
democratic and dignified system of industrial 
administration, a more humane employment 
of machinery, and a more intelligent utilization 
of the fruits of human ingenuity and effort.’ 
In chapter eighteen (Ownership) he says that 
ownership is not a single right, but a bundle 
of rights. ‘Nationalisation’ is not a matter of 
simply transferring this bundle of rights from 
a private person to ‘the State’. It is a matter of 
making precise choices as to where the various 
rights of the bundle are to be placed, all of 
which, before nationalization, were deemed to 

belong to the so-called private owners. In the 
last part of the book, chapter nineteen, New 
Pattern of Ownership, Schumacher insists on the 
restructuring of large-scale ownership ‘without 
revolution, expropriation, centralization, or the 
substitution of bureaucratic ponderousness 
for private flexibility’. Here he says that this 
could be introduced in an evolutionary manner- 
by starting with the biggest enterprise and 
gradually ‘working down the scale’ until public 
interest comes to focus in the world of business 
enterprise.

To conclude, E. F. Schumacher’s writing is 
stimulating and thought-provoking, and yet 
at times controversial. Critics might say that 
his writings are too high on rhetoric and 
less on substance. But his messages - such 
as big organizations can lead to increased 
specialization, resulting in inhuman condition of 
living- and the only option left for humankind 
is to go for intermediate technology basing on 
smaller working units,- is very clear and lucid 
that even a lay person without any knowledge 
of economics can easily understand it, as Peter 
Lewis from the Daily Mail remarks: “A book of 
heart and hope and downright commonsense 
about the future.” 

The brainchild of our Galileos, the tide of the age 
The opium of the mass, the cage of sapients

The boon yet bane of every savvy punter
The ideal yet shady key to a gregarious indulgence

Device of virtuality, that chokes fond presence
The arena to ornate the shoddy and skip the page
Unleash Mephistopheles to rob honest nutrients

To divorce the chief and enforce the cheap
To sow a moot seed, a husky harvest reap
The light to blind and bind the debauchee

And pave a path of thorns and puncture feats
But a boon for the best, and a pest for the rest.

A tool for the wise, and a dice for the fool
The Jekyll in me scorns this eely device

Though I’m Hyde to be glued to this vice.
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Dearest Smokers,

I write this letter to express the inconvenience 
many suffer because of your habit. Well, my 
dearest friends, I am sure you have absolute 
knowledge as to the harmful side-effects of 
smoking. So I will not dwell much on it in this 
letter. 

As we know, God did not curse Adam because 
the harm he had caused was only to himself, 
but God cursed Cain because he had harmed his 
brother. Similarly my dear friends, it’s not my 
concern as to what you should do and what you 
should not do, but don’t you feel responsible if 
someone suffers because of your certain action. 
Well if you are not getting what I am trying to say, 
it is that research shows that passive smokers are 
more at risk of contracting lung cancer or as a 
matter of fact any ailment in relation to this habit 
of yours.

“I was born intelligent but education made 
me a fool” is a famous joke with an underlying 
meaning, if we see, majority of the folks who 
indulge in this habit are the educated folks who 
can read and write and are well acquainted with 
the consequences yet many indulge in it. Not 
only are the educated folks participate in this 
but even the very people who make and protect 
the law violate it by Smoking in Public. Yes, it 
is your personal choice and it’s your personal 
liberty and no man should have a say as to what 

your conduct should be, but if we look at it 
from a political perspective you are violating an 
individual’s right to live by curtailing their actual 
life span.

The law of karma, the Bible and many religious 
books say “what you sow, so shall you reap”. Well 
you are indirectly committing a criminal offence 
if you haven’t realised you are taking millions of 
lives each time you smoke in public. By the law 
of the land you should be charged of murder but 
the sad case is the person who has to charge also 
is very much part of the crime! 

Well I wouldn’t say ‘Do Not Smoke’, ‘Smoking 
is Injurious for health’ and all the other quotes 
that have just remained quotes, but I just want 
you to reflect how your one act of smoking is 
influencing many youngsters who think that it 
is cool or just a fashion and in their ignorance 
become victims of this dreadful addiction, where 
once entered has almost no exit door. Also please 
do consider the millions of life you kill with your 
just 1 cigar. 

I fervently hope that you will consider this 
earnest letter and plea of many helpless people 
and always be aware as to not smoke in Public

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully 

Passive Smokers.

Note to all the smokers

“Just read that 4,153,237 people got married last year, not to cause any trouble 
but shouldn't that be an even number?”

- source the internet
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Prof. Hazarika was born in December 1939. After doing graduation from 
Assam he joined NEHU for sometime and in 18th September 1964, he joined in 

Botany Department as Demonstrator in St. Anthony’s College and retired as a 
lecturer. He completed his M.Sc. while in service. He retired on 1st December 1999.

He never missed a class and was very punctual in his duties. He was very 
disciplined, handsome, well dressed, soft spoken – a perfect gentleman in nature. A 

bachelor, and younger brother of the famous Bhupen Hazarika,  Prof. Bolen too 
had a melodious voice and he used to sing in All India Radio. He was very fond of 

Assamese culture and their people.
He died on 6th February 2016, at the age of 75. 

He was one gem of the golden era of St. Anthony’s College. 

May his soul rest in peace.

Prof. Bolen Hazarika

Dr. C. S. Rao
Associate Professor

Head, Department of Botany
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Dear Love, 
 It is for the first time that I am writing such 
a letter. I do not know how to begin or how to 
express my feelings for you in words. I am not 
good in language skills nor will my sentences be 
grammatically correct but it is just to express 
what I feel for you. Some say that language does 
not matter in love, what matters is how much one 
loves you and definitely I do love you. The intensity 
of my love cannot be measured by any instrument 
because it is abstract. The 
probability that you will 
love me is very less but I still 
assume it to be ‘x’ where x 
takes any non-zero value in 
the positive direction of the 
number line.
 Ever since our first meeting in my first 
mathematics class, I had developed an infinite 
bond of love for you. I hope, as there is no 
barrier in love, so neither my language nor my 
expressions will actually be a hindrance to our 
love. Every time when I sit with you inside the 
classroom on division bench with 
multiple people surrounding 
us, I find all the lectures 
in the class as negligible 
amount and only your 
presence seems to matter 
to me infinitely.
 Dear love, you do 
not know when you meet 
me how my heart starts 
pumping, and if I plot a graph 
with my heart beat in X-axis 
against the distance between you 
and me in Y-axis, the resultant graph 
will oscillate about the x-axis.
 I know you may not be able to 
understand my language, but this is the 
only possible language I know. I probably 
tried other ways but the probability of success 
in every other possible way was zero and my 
assumption in these cases never proved to be 
correct.

 There are no theorems in the world of 
mathematics to prove my love for you, only just 
that I claim to love you infinitely.
 Dear love every tangent to your heart may 
actually be simply a line touching your heart at 
one point but every tangent to your heart is always 
a perpendicular bisector to my heart. We do not 
even have an intermediate mean value friend that 
is a common friend who would actually tell me 
how you feel about me. But since we do not have 

any common friend I myself 
acquired the strength, to 
write to you about the way I 
feel for you.
 For me life was just numbers 
and mathematical problems 
before you actually came 

into my life so I apologize for not knowing any 
other method or language to express my love for 
you. I am sorry that I could not find any practical 
way of expressing my love. But I agree and admit 
every time that I love you to infinity. There is no 
limit to my love for you. Even though I know that 
a f t e r reading this the probability 

that you will like me is zero, 
yet I hope that my feelings 
touch your heart. I hope I 
can reach your heart. Even 
though your rejection will 
differentiate my heart into 
pieces but yet I hope for 
a positive reply yes upto 

three significant alphabets, 
and this positive reply will 

integrate over hearts. Hope 
my love can reach your heart 

and activate your heart cells. Yet I 
promise to be with you forever if you 

happen to be mine. Lastly, I will always 
pray for your happiness and wellbeing.

With love,
Your crazy mathematical lover

Love Letter Writing Competition

3rd prize Winner:
Suchismita Choudhury, 3rd year BSc

Department of Mathematics
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Sacred forests are community forests which are set 
aside for purposes like religious practices, burial 
grounds or have watershed values. Sacred forests 
or groves have cultural or spiritual significance 
for the people living nearby. Often they are 
associated with myths and taboos and believed to 
house gods or deities.It is believed that extracting 
resources from the forests will lead to a negative 
impact on the person or on the whole community 
or village. Due to these spiritual reasons, sacred 
forests are conserved. This type of forests exists in 
different parts of the world. India has the highest 
concentration of sacred forests in the world. 
Meghalaya is one of the biodiversity rich states 
in northeast India. The state has a forest cover 
of 77.02% of the total area.  According to Indian 
forest survey, 2011 and The United Khasi-Jaintia 
Hills Autonomous District (Management and 
Control of Forest) Act of 1958, 88.15% of the 
recorded forest area of the state is unclassed 
forests. These unclassed forests are actually 
community forests, owned by individuals, clans, 
groups or traditional institutions in accordance 
with prevailing customary laws and practices.  
Out of different categories of community forests, 
‘Law Kyntang’ ‘Law Lyngdoh’ and ‘Law Niam’ have 
been termed as sacred forests. In Jaintia hills 
sacred forests are called ‘Khloo Blai’ or ‘Khloo Blai 
Lyngdoh’ and in Garo hill they are known as ‘Asang 
Khosi’ or ‘Kanggimin Bol-Waarrangni Biap’. 
The sacred forests are located in the vicinity of a 
village and considered as village property. In his 
famous book entitled ‘The Khasis’, Gurdon (1907) 
writes –“In the vicinity of the Khasi village, often 
just below the brow of the hill to the leeward 
side, are to be seen dark woods of oak and other 
trees. These are sacred groves.” These groves 
are believed to be the abode of deities called 
by various names as Ryngkew, Basa, Labasa etc. 
The indigenous people of the state believe that 
gods and spirits residing in the forests protect the 
people, cattle and land and keep the evil spirit 
away. Generally it is considered an offence to 
cut timber or to collect any forest produce from 

sacred groves except for cremation purposes. 
Various religious rites and rituals are performed in 
these groves which vary according to location of 
the grove, religion and socio-cultural set up of the 
people of the villages. Thus, the religious faiths 
and beliefs of a tribal villager have been brilliantly 
utilized for protecting forest wealth of the village 
from over-exploitation. 
Sacred groves are very important from the 
viewpoint of biodiversity. Because of the beliefs 
associated with them, there is less or no human 
interference in the sacred groves and thus they 
store a very rich diversity of plants and animals.
Researchers have found that many rare and 
endangered species of plants and animals of 
the state are found only in the sacred groves. 
One interesting point about the sacred groves 
of Meghalaya is that these forests are also 
recognized and protected by the autonomous 
district councils formed under the Sixth Schedule 
of the Constitution of India. The United Khasi-
Jaintia Hills Autonomous District (Management 
and Control of Forests) Act, 1958 and the Garo 
Hills Autonomous District(Management and 
Control of Forests) Act, 1961 provide rules for the 
management of sacred groves. The rules state 
that no timber or forest produce shall be removed 
for sale, trade or business from the sacred groves 
other than religious purposes for which a free 
permit shall be obtained from the chief forest 
officer of the district council. 
Besides their socio-cultural and biodiversity 
values, sacred groves also play an important role 
in conservation of soil and water. Studies revealed 
that most of the sacred groves are located in the 
catchment areas of major rivers and rivulets and 
a large number of them are a source of many 
perennial streams supplying water to human 
habitations. A number of sacred groves are on 
the steep hill slopes, protecting soil and land from 
erosion. Thus, the sacred groves of Meghalaya are 
excellent examples of sustainable utilization and 
conservation of natural resources. 

Sacred Groves Of Meghalaya: 
A Faith Based Forest Management System

Devajyoti Bokolial
Assistant Professor,

Department of Botany
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However, to satisfy their ever increasing needs, 
people have started exploiting these sacred forests 
too. These precious biodiversity centre of the 
state are now facing the danger of extinction due 
to anthropogenic activities. Researches revealed 
that many of the 
sacred groves 
have reduced 
in size; some 
are on the way 
to extinction. A 
change in the 
belief systems 
and growing 
demand for 
timber and 
firewood from 
the forests are 
two main factors 
contributing to 
the large scale 
destruction of the sacred groves in different 
parts of the state. The traditional religious beliefs 
associated with sacred groves are now largely 
considered as mere superstitions.In most of the 
sacred groves rituals are not performed anymore. 
Trees in some of the sacred groves have been 
auctioned and sold. Thus, in the present scenario, 

with the changing attitude of the people towards 
sacred groves, the latter cannot be protected 
anymore only through religious beliefs. Steps 
should be taken to educate the common public 
about the significance of these forests. People 

should be made 
aware that loss 
of these sacred 
groves will be 
d e t r i m e n t a l 
to the whole 
ecosystem of the 
state. Various 
local bodies and 
NGO’s working in 
the related field 
should be taken 
into confidence 
while making 
any effort for 

conservation of sacred 
groves. Strict adherence to the existing laws as 
prescribed by the district councils regarding the 
maintenance of these forests also is needed. The 
state government can play an important role in 
preserving the sacred groves by providing financial 
support to local management for conservation 
and maintenance of the groves.

Mawphlang Sacred Grove

You work wonders in my life
What am I to You?
Am nowhere close even to Your shadow.
But You know me by name.
Am but a weakling
On whom You’ve breathed strength,
An empty jar
You’ve filled life to the brim.
An insipid creature
On whom wisdom You’ve endowed.
A being hungry for blessings,
On whom You’ve showered more than desired.
While turning the pages of life,
Can’t help, but joyously count Your gracious outpour.
In Your outstretched generosity

Choice You’ve also given
To lean on You or against You,
To be Your own or to disown You,
To walk wide open spaces of leniency
Or pass the narrow path of discipline.
What would I be without You?
O Giver of my life
What would I be without You?

Erica Mary Jyrwa
Assistant Professor

Department of English

What  Would I Be Without  You?
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The time has come… Another year is coming to a 
close and once again you are heading out of the 
door!
The beginning of the year was like the brand new 
blank notebook that was in your backpack; that 
you had filled the pages in the months gone by. 
By now, the pages would have been full and you 
can look back and read about everything that 
you gave your time and thoughts and efforts to. 
What a chance you have now to begin writing 
a "bestseller", a really good book that will be 
edifying for yourself and for others to read!
As you make your way to the next year, you 
will meet situations that require you to make 
decisions. Unexpected things may happen; 
people may say or do things that you were hoping 
they wouldn’t say or do. Maybe you find yourself 
being drawn to things that you know do not lead 
in a good direction. Perhaps you find that you are 
influenced by your peers, or you have free time 
to fill. You will find yourself compelled to make 
choices every day. You know that usually you can’t 
control what happens around you, but you can 
control how you will respond and you can decide 
what you will do and what you will give your time 
and thoughts to. That makes every day so full of 
hope, that each page of your notebook can be 
filled with a good story.
It makes me think of a story that I heard one time 
about a farmer who owned a chicken coop. One 
day he found an eagle's egg in the nearby forest 
and brought it home. He put the eagle’s egg under 
one of the hens who was sitting on a nest full of 
her own eggs. Over time, all the eggs hatched 
and the small birds went out into the barnyard 
to find food. As the weeks went by, the young 
birds ate together and played together and grew 
up together. Every day, they would all go out into 
the yard and peck around on the ground, looking 
for grains and seeds to eat. The chicken never 
looked up off the ground but were focussed on 
what was down in front of them. The young eagle 
also pecked around for food on the ground but as 
time went by, he began to sense that there was 
something different about him. Often he would 
look up into the sky and see other wild birds flying 
by and this created a desire inside of him too. One 

day he, too, would fly away! As he grew bigger, 
his thoughts were more and more on the wide 
open space above him, and he hardly noticed 
the other chicken pecking around him. And then 
the day came. He saw a group of wild birds flying 
overhead and he could stand it no longer. He 
spread his wings and took off into the sky, without 
a backward glance. And away he went, soaring up 
into the sky. He was free! 
All around you, there are young people who are 
occupied with earthly, temporal things. How 
can I fit in? What should I wear? What should I 
say? What are people thinking about me? How 
can I impress them? The focus is on the ground, 
on things that do not last for eternity. “Set your 
mind on things above, not on things on the 
earth.” Colossians 3:2.
Think that you can be like that eagle, and have 
your sights set on something much higher. You 
belong to heaven! Just think that as you walk 
through the hallways, you are carrying this great 
secret, a valuable treasure, inside your heart — a 
hope for something far better than this world can 
offer! Perhaps, there are other “eagles” at school 
too; be bold to speak of your hope and be an 
example of one who stands up for the truth and 
for the good.

So, dear students, I want to encourage you to 
think about this everyday as you make your way to 
college. "What am I going to write on today’s page 
in my notebook?” Will you be able to look back on 
today with no regrets? Life takes interesting twists 
and turns; some are exciting, some may cause you 
to feel dread or despair, but it is such a comfort to 
know that Jesus Himself is praying for you, which 
is proof that it is possible for you to make the right 
choices that lead to eternal life. Suddenly the 
school year will be over and that chapter in your 
notebook will be finished. Make it a good one!

Sincerely,
   Your teacher
   Lavinia M. Dkhar
   Assistant Professor
   Department of Zoology

To My Students
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Model United Nations, an authentic simulation 
of the United Nation Assembly, United Nations 
Security Council or other multilateral body, 
catapults students into the world of diplomacy 
and negotiations. The students, better known 
as delegates of the UN member states, actively 
participate in preparing draft resolutions, 
negotiating with fellow members, resolving 
conflicts and so on.

In this era of globalisation, one needs to be 
globally aware of the burning issues at hand. 
St. Anthony’s College Model United Nations 
(SACMUN} club is one of the happening clubs 
in town right now which will provide you with a 
unique experience of the diplomatic world.

In the year 2014, two brilliant minds from our 
college, Jiedine Phanduh and Pranami Goswami, 
founded the club. One tiny spark of idea and 
a far sighted vision by these two amazing 
visionaries have led to the club skyrocketing 
with success.

HIGHLIGHTS TILL DATE:

YEAR 2014
• The blooming club experienced its first 

exposure in the National University 
of Juridical Sciences, Kolkata(NUJS) 
Conference, 2014.

• Members as delegation team and also as 
individual delegates participated in North 
East India International Model United Nation 
Conference, 2014, where the Best Delegation 
award and Best Delegate awards were 
bagged by our active members.

YEAR 2015
• Two members from SACMUN participated in 

IITG MUN 2015.
• Vibrant excellence in PIMUN was observed, 

whereby a member won the Best Delegate 
award.

• Founder member, Jeidine Phanbuh’s active 
participation was also experienced in another 
Harvard MUN held in New York, USA, in 
which she excelled.

• A delegate team and individual delegates 
attended NEIMUN 2015 ( North East 
India International Model United Nations 
Conference 2015)

YEAR 2016
• St.Anthonys College Delegation team won 

the “Best Delegation” award in the Shillong 
Model United Nations Conference 2016 
with 10 individual awards including Best 
Delegates, High Commendations and Special 
Mentions in the respective committees.

• APRIL: Panel discussion on the topic – “JNU 
controversy – Anti National Sloganeering 
politics, emotions on freedom of speech’’.

• MAY: Round Table Conference on “Negligence 
of North East India in Mainland India", where 
resolutions were drafted.

• JUNE: Some of our members participated in 
a conference organised by the Meghalaya 
Basin Development Authority in Shillong 
College. Master Keith Nongsteng secured 2nd 
position in the prepared speech competition.

• JULY: On behalf of the Election Commission 
of India, SACMUN organised events like 
India College Poster Competition and Deity 
Competition.

• AUGUST: Round Table Conference and 
Resolution Drafting on- “ Resolution System 
of India”

• SEPTEMBER: 21 Delegates from SACMUN 
actively participated in the Shillong MUN 
held on 24-25 September 2016.

SACMUN CLUB  
(St. Anthony’s College Model United Nations Club)
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Listen child, the wind is blowing 
From the past when you weren't born. 

Smell it, for it carries the scent 
Your mother wore on her wedding day. 
Listen child, the song the wind is singing 

And ask your father if that was what they danced to
When they united to create you. 

This spirit that you do not see 
Is blowing from the years that are gone, and

Upon its wings it carries your grandfather's name
And the names of all who stood before him. 

This power that's rattling your tin roof 
And unearthing trees and houses at nearby Umpling,  

Is a traveller that has journeyed its way 
From when nothing existed, to this day. 

This traveller has stories to tell you, 
And it is blowing to remind you 
That your story is being noted -

To tell your children and your grandchildren, 
And their children too, of the scent you wore today, 

Tomorrow and the days to come. 

So dance, let the blowing wind be your song. 
Let your rattling tin roof be the melody your children ask you about, someday. 

Apart from 
the SACMUN 
highlights 
mentioned 
above, the club 
was also engaged 
in the following 
activities-

1. Simulation 
of the UN 
General 
Assembly

2. Training 
session on Harvard MUN procedures.

3. Training session on Resolution Writing.

In short, Model United Nations is not just a mere 
simulation of the UN but a family of thousands 
of people stepping into the shoes of diplomats/

ambassadors 
who intend to 
take decisions 
with impact 
worldwide. Once 
a student catches 
a MUN – FEVER, 
he/she will find 
it intellectually 
stimulating and 
discover a novel 
and  constructive 
way to spend 
time.

SACMUN EXECUTIVE BOARD 2016
General Secretary: P. M. D. Amila Dilshan
Deputy Secretary General: Nishibrata Hazarika
Under Secretary General: Riya Handique

W
IN

D
Vancouver Shullai

3rd Year B.A. (English)
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It is in fact my destiny that brought me to St. 
Anthony’s College (at the original campus at 
Don Bosco Square) on 21 July 1971.
I passed my High School Leaving Certificate 
(HSLC) from Tura Town High School, Tura, as my 
father was posted there during that period.
We had decided in the family that I should 
join St. Edmund’s College after my HSLC. 
Accordingly my maternal uncle approached the 
college and I was assured a seat. But destiny 
had other designs for the rest of my life. 
My most revered Assistant Head Master Shri. 
C.B. Nepali (Chhetri) of Tura Town High School 
met my father and convinced him that I join 
St. Anthony’s College, as the college had been 
showing consistent good results. Incidentally, 
Shri Nepali also had been a student of Fr. Kenny 
in this college. The decision was instantly taken.
On reaching Shillong on 21 July 1971, my 
paternal uncle took me to the college. I had to 
stand in a queue behind some 
two hundred other applicants. 
My uncle realized that it 
would be difficult for me to 
get into the college by this 
“normal” process. He suddenly 
decided to meet Rev. Fr. N. J. 
Kenny, SDB, Vice Principal, who had taught my 
uncle in the Fifties. Father Kenny immediately 
examined my forms and submitted them to 
Rev. Fr. Joseph, SDB, the Principal.
Next day, I saw the “Ok” mark of Fr. Principal 
in green on my application form, but to pay 
the fees was again the same story. I found 
myself behind some one hundred and fifty odd 
applicants. Fr. Kenny’s intervention was sought 
once again and I was admitted. My life might 
have been different without the intervention of 
Fr. Kenny and my school Assistant Head Master, 
Shri. C.B. Nepali.
It was this college that I could see it inside 
out. The Administrative Block was a Second 
World War time Assam type building in need of 
immediate attention. The only attraction was 
the ‘Lion’s Den’, the office chamber of Rev. Fr. 
Joseph, SDB, Principal. The door was always 
closed with “Red” and “Green” lights, operated 

by the Principal himself. Late Bah Ojen Jarain, 
the father of Robin, who works in the college 
today, would always be seen standing outside. 
Later young Bah John (who does the same job 
now) replaced Bah Ojen.
As we walked along the corridor, we saw smart, 
handsome, confident Professors most of whom 
were in suits with matching ties, entering or 
leaving the Profs’ Room, close to the Principal’s 
chamber. It was very impressive; sufficient 
to convince us that we had joined the ‘Best 
College’. I also joined the faculty in the same 
attire, but due to ‘global warming’ later on I 
changed to light dresses.
Our first year classes of historic one year pre-
university (Science) got off to a start on 27 July 
1971. We were impressed by the Professors’ 
punctuality, dedication and command over 
their subjects. Elsewhere, I mentioned how 
three teachers—Prof. S. N. Paul, Prof. P. N. 

Chaurasia and Prof. Harold 
Roy—left an indelible 
impression on my mind, 
which in a great way helped 
me model my teaching 

methodologies. I have just 
mentioned about my three 

illustrious teachers but it was also that time 
which proved that all the Professors were 
outstanding in their own rights. Being a Science 
student, my primary focus had naturally been 
on science Professors, but all teachers of that 
period were unique and were geniuses: Prof. 
S. P. Ghosh of the Commerce Faculty, Prof. 
Sunil Chakraborty (Economics), Prof. K. L. S. 
Sadhu (Political Science), Prof. D. P. Chakraborty 
(History), Prof. Victor Bareh (Khasi), Prof. K. P. 
Mukherjee (English) along with other giants left 
a lasting impact not only on their own students 
but others as well. I tender unqualified 
apologies to all the teachers of the Golden 
Period whose names I could not mention due 
to constraints of space.
The Don Bosco Square had much fewer cars 
but was always crowded with Anthonians. 
St. Mary’s College used to add a unique 
fragrance to the “bouquet” which was further 

A Forty-Five Years’ Journey in St. Anthony’s College
In the eye of a student-turned-teacher

Dr. Manash Das Gupta,
Immediate Former Head, 
Department of Chemistry
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tenure of Rev. Fr. Ioannis Warpakma, SDB, 
Principal of the College (2002-2012) the college 
set its feet into a higher trajectory of growth. 
To name a few, the college was reaccredited 
with ‘A’ Grade (3.60 CGPA) by NAAC. The 
college came under the ambit of DBT Star, with 
College with Potential for Excellence. The new 
departments were opened. For the first time, 
‘Women’ Hostel under the name of Mama 
Margaret Hall was started. 
Today the college continues its onward march 
to excellence under the stewardship of the 
present Principal Rev. Dr. Br. Albert Longley 
Dkhar, SDB (since 1 November 2012). The 
growth of the college during this period is 
outstanding. I restrain myself at this point 
and do not in any way try to list out his 
achievements. This is just the beginning. The 
BEST is yet to come. I wish him all the success. 
My beloved and beautiful Department of 
Chemistry has set its feet in the new avenues 
under the dynamic leadership of the new HoD 
Dr. (Ms.) Aicydylin Snaitang (1 August 2016) 
with able support from the knowledgeable and 
dedicated faculty and staff. I have every hope 
that the Department will reach the pinnacle of 
glory under this team.
Though my term in the college is over, but I 
strongly feel that my task in life still continues 
and will do so till the last. I’m reminded of 
Robert Frost’s poem from which I quote the 
lines:
 The woods are lonely, dark and deep.
 But I have promises to keep 
 And miles to go before I sleep

augmented by the presence of the Edmundians 
who could not mind walking down to the 
Square to get a feel of its ambience. The 
college building was on the plot, where now 
the imposing building of St. Anthony’s Higher 
Secondary School. The Don Bosco Youth 
Centre is standing today where the Chemistry 
Department used to be with its laboratories 
and the Science gallery, which also housed the 
‘Stephen Hall’ , in its first floor. However as 
the class rooms were just adjacent to the main 
road, the roaring sounds of vintage city buses, 
trucks and wartime jeeps were a distraction. 
But the lectures were so captivating that the 
distractions were only momentary. Many of our 
teachers, due to their unique teachings would 
also attract a large number of Edmundians on 
a regular basis to attend their classes. In fact, I 
had also seen a few such students, who later on 
in life confessed that they were not Anthonians. 
The vision and wisdom of Principal Fr. A. Joseph 
together with the charming and inspiring 
presence of Vice Principal Rev. Fr. Kenny carried 
the college to the pinnacle of glory. Space 
was only a constraint, but we never felt it. We 
always got the best from our Rev. Principal, Rev. 
Vice Principal and the esteemed teachers. 
As scholarship holders, we used to contribute 
one rupee per month towards the construction 
of the Science Block (as initially, this new 
campus was planned for the Science Stream 
only). Subsequently, it was decided that the 
whole college would shift. Accordingly, the 
college was shifted to this new campus within 
the period December ’82 - January ’83 during 
the principalship of Rev. Fr. Paul Petta, SDB. 
The task was gigantic but the Principal and the 
dedicated teachers and staff made it possible. 
I happily recall that I was entrusted to shift the 
Chemistry Department to the new site.
The tenure of Rev. Fr. Stephen Mavely, SDB, 
Principal of the College (1986-2002), saw an 
all-round growth of the institution. The college 
ventured into untrodden paths, achieved 
growth in geometric progressions. It became 
coeducational. It was time, the college came 
to be recognised as one of the ten prominent 
colleges in the country, due to the five stars 
accreditation by NAAC. The starting of the PG 
courses with opening of new departments 
added to the glory of the period. During the 
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Late Prof. Nalinidhar Bhattacharyya was an 
author, poet, literary critic and winner of 
the Sahitya Akademi award. He was born 
on 4th December, 1921 at village Meleng 
Kathgaon near Jorhat, Assam. After 
completion of his HSLC (then known as 
Matric Examination) from Kakojan High 
School in Jorhat, he did his intermediate 
from J B College, Jorhat. However, Prof. 
Nalindhar did his BA privately followed by 
MA in Assamese.
Prof. Bhattacharyya began his career as a 
teacher in Kakojan High School, Jorhat and after 
serving in the school he joined St. Anthony’s 
College, Shillong as lecturer in the Department of 
Assamese in 1960. He served the college till 1963 
and then later joined the Arya Vidyapeeth College, 
Guwahati from where he retired as Principal in 
1983.
Prof. Bhattacharyya was known for his literary 
career as a poet. His anthologies of Assamese 
poems are Ali Kuwoli (1979), Charshalir 
Malita (1983), Aahot Xapun (1983), Noni Asone 
Ghorot and Biday Phulor Din (2002). He had also 
written volumes of literary essays and translated 
works that were published in different important 
literary journals of Assam. 

Though basically a poet, he emerged later on 
as a leading literary critic. He  was a recipient 

of several awards like Soviet Land Nehru 
Award (1983), Mrinalini Devi Award, 
Chagganlal Jain award, Bharatiya Bhasha 
Parishad Award (1991), besides being 
honoured with the prestigious Sahitya 
Akademi Award in 2002 and the Assam 

Valley Literary Award (2006). He also 
received the “Papari Kabi” Ganesh Gogoi 

award and “Sahityacharya” honour (2010) 
from the Assam Sahitya Sabha. 

A former Head of the Assamese Department, 
St. Anthony’s College, Shillong, Sahitya Akademi 
winning poet, Prof. Nalinidhar Bhattacharya 
passed away in Guwahati on 2nd September, 
2016 at the age of 95 due to old age ailments. 
His demise has created a void in the Assamese 
literary world and marks the end of an era. 
As we mourn the demise of Prof. Nalinidhar 
Bhattacharya we pray to the Almighty that He 
grant eternal peace to the departed soul.

Dr. Rabindra Nath Bhuyan,
Head,  Department of Fishery Science,

St. Anthony’s College, Shillong

A tribute to Sahitya Akademi winning poet 
Late Prof. Nalinidhar Bhattacharya

Father
Love gathers at the crow’s feet of your eyes

I could almost apologise for it.

You taught me the weight and worth of words

Yours is gold
Heavy as my heart.

Love.
Amanda C. Tongper
Assistant Professor

Department of English
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Daylight slowly approached its end;
As dusk fell, it seemed even much brighter,

For chandeliers lit up the homes, and 
Made it an abode for celebration!

The joy it gives is immense,
Infused with the feeling of love.

With every small step on the trodden path;
We dance about in ecstasy in life’s smallest achievements!

Perhaps, dichotomy comes through—
Disagreement is what it gives birth to.

There is a divide that becomes distinct, and
Segregates us on what should have bonded us together.

Dreams of flying high and soaring beyond the stars engulf us;
Sometimes, our feet not firmly planted on the ground.

We aim for things well beyond our imagination, and 
Miss out to revel in the small aspects of life.

Love and compassion is what erases the differences.
Every soul longs to be loved and understood;

Even a tough exterior is won over by love.
The power and the magic of love thus truly contemplative.

Happiness comes dropping slow from within
Hand in hand with peace that soothes the aching mind.

His vision is clear and His message is simple—
Let the world grow and imbue it with love and peace!

Winner First Prize, Poetry Competition

Vivek Upadhya
    3rd Year B.Sc. (Chemistry)
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O in that realm above the plethora of sights and sounds
Where wondrous thoughts and feelings merge

To proclaim its creation of ideas and words.
What strings should we pull to open its curtain?

Though wide as it is known ‘tis a mere surface that we scratch.
A lane in between the world of confusion and strife,

It is a beacon of solace to the seekers of meaning of meanings.
The glow of Reason flooding the visage of our souls

We glide through the storms of barbarism and madness
And emerge the victor that its glory announce.

But woe, where is this light, this realm of the wise…
We have become shallow and clouded by pleasures.

We have forgotten the wonders that we truly are.
Make haste, O sons and daughters, and ignite the flame in between and behind your eyes!
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Vezo Rhako
4th Semester B.A. 

(Economics)
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The running sun woke her up from her 
deep slumber. She got up from bed and 
prepared to endure the day ahead. She 

grabbed the bracelets from her desk which was 
filled with books by her favourite author, Cecilia 
Stern. She made sure to wear her sweatshirt with 
a logo of her favourite band, Greenday. After 
checking herself in the mirror twice, she began 
to head down, towards the kitchen where she 
found her mother making breakfast for her. Her 
mother turned as she saw her daughter standing 
there, she called in a sing song manner, “Amanda, 
have some breakfast, okay?” Amanda hesitated a 
little before biting into the toast her mother had 
prepared.

The day was normal: nothing eventful 
happened and classes continued as 
always. But inside Amanda’s head, there 

was a battle. A battle between her conscience 
and her heart. She took off one of her bracelets 
and revealed the red lines 
on her wrist. She picked on 
her wounds till they started 
bleeding. She wanted to stop. 
She knew her mother would 
be heartbroken if she found 
out. But she couldn’t. She was 
sure that if she doesn’t hurt 
herself, then she would end up 
doing something far worse.  As 
the day was coming to an end, 
Amanda was walking home, 
still fighting the battle in her mind. She heard 
chattering and giggling behind her. She turned 
around to find some girls from her class walking 
a few feet behind her. They were not mean to her 
nor did they bully her, but inside Amanda’s head, 
they were judging her. Inside her head, they were 
calling her fat. Inside her head, they were making 
fun of her clothes. She knew she was over thinking 
but she couldn’t help it. She kept spiralling down 

towards dangerous territory. She couldn’t wait 
to release all tension she was feeling. As soon as 
she got back to her room, she locked the door 
and went straight to her drawer. She took out a 
box and inside were two metal blades. She picked 
up one blade and ran it across her wrist. Seconds 
later, blood started trickling down her wrist as she 
cried beside her bed. She felt alone. She felt she 
couldn’t trust anyone. She was fighting the world 
alone and she was losing.

A few weeks later, Amanda was walking in the 
dark hallway of her school when suddenly, 
some boys hit her on the shoulders causing 

her books to drop on the floor.  As she reached 
to pick up her books, her sweatshirt revealed the 
many red lines on her wrist. She quickly looked 
up to see that all eyes were on her. She could 
see disgust and horror in their eyes. She could 
see that they were judging her. Amanda quickly 
stood up and left the school. She was too afraid 

to hear people talk about her. 
She was too scared of what 
people would say. She ran till 
she reached her father’s place. 
The father was always home. 
The father would never leave 
her because that was what she 
promised her before he died. 
She sobbed and hugged her 
father’s gravestone. Her father 
was her rock. He made sure 
his daughter felt beautiful and 

pretty. Now there was no one to make her feel 
beautiful. She felt the light of her world switched 
off the day he left. She could never forgive herself 
for not being there when he asked for her. She 
was sorry that she chose to stay at a friend’s house 
rather than being with her father. She didn’t know 
he would leave so soon. She thought he had more 
time. She was sorry. She was mad, not at anyone 
else, but she was mad at herself.

First Prize, Story writing Competition
P.C. Lalawmpuia

4th Semester B.Sc.  (Botany)She Was Beautiful

She ran down and saw her mother 
drunk and barely standing. She 
was mumbling something about 
rent and money but she couldn’t 
make out what she was saying. 
Then, she saw the letter on her 
hand and saw that it was an 
eviction notice
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Ever since her father’s death, Amanda’s 
grades became worse, she refused to talk to 
anyone. She began to hurt herself. Now she 

had gone too far to retrace her steps. She didn’t 
know who to trust. Her world felt empty. She had 
friends who would always ask her hpw she felt but 
she didn’t trust them. Her mother just started to 
become happy again, so she didn’t want to ruin 
her happiness. She felt like a burden and a waste. 
She would cry at night after her mother had gone 
to sleep. She would have nightmares but she was 
scared to tell anyone.

One night, while she was listening to ‘Here 
with me’ by the Killers, she heard a 
knock downstairs. She ran down and saw 

her mother drunk and barely standing. She was 
mumbling something about rent and money but 
she couldn’t make out what she was saying. Then, 
she saw the letter on her hand and saw that it 

was an eviction notice from the landlord because 
her mum couldn’t pay the rent. That’s when it all 
started. Amanda knew it was her fault. Her school 
fees were too much, her clothes were expensive, 
she was using up too much of her mother’s hard 
earned money which wasn’t enough for both of 
them. Her mother was a waitress in a small diner 
and her earnings barely covered all the expenses. 
She now felt like a burden to her mother, and she 
felt useless. So she decided to end it all.

Everyone asked Amanda if she was okay. All 
saw the sadness in her eyes but they didn’t 
care enough. They thought she was still 

missing her father. But no one assured her that 
she was amazing, worthwhile or pretty. She fought 
a battle on her own, and in the end, she gave in. 

Her mother, with tear-filled eyes, knelt 
beside her grave and whispered, “She was 
beautiful.” She was indeed beautiful.

Martin Chuzzlewit holding Little Dorrit by the hand, met Barnaby Rudge, who said he had seen from 
the window of The Old Curiosity Shop, Dombey and Son enter Bleak House. Thither they repaired, 
and when they entered they found David Copperfield amusing Oliver Twist with Sketches by Boz 
and items from The Pickwick Papers; and amid Great Expectations, Our Mutual Friend, Nicholas 
Nickleby entertaining Edwin Drood with A Christmas Carol, and likewise telling him A Tale of Two 
Cities in Hard Times.

Mnemonics is a term that is used to refer to a method or system such as a rhyme or 
acronym to aid the memory . In this case, the novels that Charles Dickens (1812 – 

1870) have been mentioned below using this system in the hope that readers will easily 
remember these novels.

Tony C. L. Kharmujai
Associate Professor

Department of English

Mnemonics
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Annual College Week - 2016 #THE7

Antakshari
First Prize: 3rd year BA Media 
Technologies
Hira Devi
Aarti Sharma
Ankita Ghosh
Anindita Dey
Second Prize: 
Supriya Upadhyaya 
(2 Sem/BSc Computer Sc.)
Bikash Thapa
(2 Sem/BSc Computer Sc.)
Avoy Sarkar 
(2 Sem/BSc Computer Sc.)
Monika Singh 
(2 Sem/BSc Zoology)
Third Prize: 
Tuli Paul (4 Sem/BSc Statistics)
Shivangi Pandey 
(4 Sem/BSc Statistics)
Shawli Deb 
(4 Sem/BSc Physics)
Sohini Chakraborty 
(4 Sem/BSc Physics)

Carrom Board
Girls - Singles
Winner: Luiza Tamang 
(2 Sem/BCom Evening)
Runner-up: Sweety Paul
(2 Sem/BCom Morning)
Boys - Single
Winner: Hari Lyngdoh(3/BA Pol 
Sc)
Runner-up: Pynsuklang Lapang 
(2 Sem/BA Philosophy)

Chess
First Prize: Bobby Lyngdoh 
(4 Sem/B.Sc)
Second Prize: 
Vanlalchhuanmawia
(1 Sem/MCA)

Computer Gaming
Individual
First Prize: Rohit Kumar 
(2 Sem/BSc Computer Sc)
Second Prize: Vivien N. W. 
Marbaniang  (3/BCom Evening)
Third Prize: Yogesh Patil 
(3/BCom Morning)
Group
First Prize: 
Bankerlang Sohtun (1 Sem/MCA)
Bankitburom Nongbet (3Sem/
MCA)
Second Prize: 
Eleazer P. Pahsyntiew (2 Sem/
BSc Maths)
Sicovontritchz D. Thangkhiew (2 
Sem/BSc Computer Sc)
Third Prize:
Gerildon Kharsyiemiong (2 Sem/
BSc Statistics)
Paia-ea-salanmi Sumer Lyngdoh 
Talang (2 Sem/BSc Comp Sc)

Dance
Traditional Solo
First Prize: Prerna Saikia 
( 4 Sem/BA English)
Second Prize: Priyanka 
Chowdhury (3/BSc Comp Sc)
Third Prize: Ratnadeep Sinha 
(4 Sem/BA Pol. Sc.)
Traditional Group
First Prize: 
Group Name: Phousa Jagoi of 
Manipur
Y. Chandrakant Singha 
(2 Sem/BSc Fishery Sc)
N. Yaiyai Singha 
(2 Sem/BSc Zoonlogy)
Y. Saajan Singha 
(2 Sem/BSc Physics)
Sonamani Maharbam 
(2 Sem/BSc Fishery Sc)
Loopamudra Singha 
(3/BSc Biotechnology)

Oinam Mamta Devi 
(2 Sem/BA Economics)
Judit Laishram 
(2 Sem/BSc Maths)
Taibangnganbi RK 
(2 Sem/BA Economics)
Second Prize: 
Group Name: Fusion Girls 
Angeline Koikara 
(3/BA Mass Media)
Ankita Ghosh (3/BA Mass Media)
Hira Devi (3/BA Mass Media)
Third Prize: 
Group Name: Enajori – The bond 
of love
Krishnastuti Borah 
(4 Sem/BSc Biotechnology)
Udishmita Borah 
(4 Sem/BSc Biotechnology)
Prajalita Borah (3/BSc Geology)
Hirokyoti Dutta 
(2 Sem/BSc Geology)
Rajdeep Dowerah 
(3/BSc Geology)
Pragyan Neoz 
(2 Sem/BSc Geology)
Ritwick Bhuyan 
(2 Sem/BSc Biotechnology)
Partha Pratim Kalita 
(2 Sem/BSc Geology)
Western Solo
First Prize: Larry Kupar Nongbet, 
(2 Sem/BSc Chem)
Second Prize: Ratnadeep Sinha 
(4 Sem/BA Pol.Sc.)
Third Prize: Aila Nazir 
(2 Sem/BCom Evening)
Western Group
First Prize: Hurbert Group
Alisha Mawlong (
4 Sem BA Pol. Sc.)
Arunisha Massar 
(4 Sem BA Khasi)
Shaidalin Lyngdoh (3/BA Khasi)
Banisha Lyngdoh 
(2 Sem/BA Philosophy)

Indoor games
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Relinta Lyngdoh 
(2 Sem//BA Philosophy)
Lisphom Sad (2 Sem/BA English)
Second Prize: Stephan Hall’s 
Parvati Entertainment
Ratnadeep Sinha  
(4 Sem/BA Pol. Sc.)
Y. K. Nathal Dilruksha 
(4 Sem/BA MassMedia)
P. C. Lalawmpuia 
(4 Sem /BSc Botany)
Lian Min Thang 
(2 Sem/BSc Statistics)
Thang Lien Hang 
(2 Sem/BSc Chemistry)
Mang Muan Lal 
(2 Sem/BSc Chemistry) 
Third Prize:Danzzazz
Hitesh Sharma (4 Sem/BCom)
Prasant J. Panthi (4 Sem/BCom)
Prathik Sutradhar (2 Sem/BCom)
Ratan Singh 
(2 Sem/BSc Statistics)
Jasalrakt Sangma 
(2 Sem/BSc Biochemistry)
Simranjeet Kaur 
(4 Sem/BA English)
Joseph Kurian M. J. (3/BBA)
Rajdeep Banik (4 Sem/BCom)

Debate
Winner:
Rosabel Marngar 
(3/BA Political Science)
Vivek Upadhya 
(3/BSc Chemistry)
1st Runners-Up: 
Amila Dilshan (4 Sem/BBA) 
Deep Shankar Nath 
(2 Sem/BCom)
2nd Runners-Up: 
Shiningstar Dkhar 
(3/BSc Chemistry) 
Jacob Ngouning 
(4 Sem/BSc Maths)
Best Speaker:Rosabell Marngar 
(3/BA Pol.Sc.)

Drama & Skit
First Prize: PRIME & Friends
Primestar Iawram
(2 Sem/BSc. Biochemistry) 
Fidiarity Kharumnuid 
(3/BA Pol. Sc.)
Donboklang Dohling 
(3/BA Philosophy)
Ibahun Jyrwa (3/BA Khasi)
Sunit (4 Sem/BA Philosophy)
Lamphrang Kharbani 
(4 Sem/BA Khasi)
Evansius Rymbai
(2 Sem/BSc Chemistry)
Faster John Nongsiej 
(3/BA Econimics)
Teiboklang Kharbani 
(2 Sem/BSc Philosophy)
Lamkupar Shangdiar
Second Prize: Stephenians, 3rd 
year united
Bruce B. Poinamei (3/BA MCVP)
Ningmathing S. (3/BA History)
Gaanpatrei Kamei 
(3/BA Economics)
David Jamminthang Mate 
(3/BA Pol. Sc.)
H. Khamliansang (3/BS Maths)
Rohan Chettri (3/BA History)
Rousel Wilson Shabong 
(3/BSc Maths)
Robin BK (3/BSc Maths)
Joseph Kurian (3/BBA)
Dewan Moniruz Zaman 
(3/BSc. Biotech)
Rahul Sahani (3/BA Economics)
Luntinthang Khonagsai 
(3/BA Economics)
Ashiho Athikho (3/BSc Maths)
Hpung Awng (3/BA English)
Thangmuanlal Hauzel 
(3/BA Philosophy)
Third Prize: First Day Confusion
Shining Star Dkhar (3/BSc)
Rafael Wahlang (3/BSc)
Macdonald Sohtun (3/BSc)
Tnaitbor Nongdhar (3/BSc)
Vivek Upadhay (3/BSc)

Claudia Majaw (3/BSc)
Ibawanpli Lyngkhoi (3/BSc)
Banylla Lyngdoh Nongbri (3/BSc)
Evajanai Liza Nongkynrih (3/BSc)
Mebaiadashisha M. L. Lyngdoh 
(3/BSc)
Abameda Kharmalki (3/BSc)
Iakemenlang Dympep (3/BSc)
Sancy Mawlong (3/BSc)
Ibahunlang Lyngdoh (3/BSc)
Christine Pyngrope (3/BSc)

Drawing
First Prize: Samiran Borgohain 
(2 Sem/BSc Biochem)  
Second Prize: Himadri Borthakur 
(4 Sem/BSc Biotech)
Third Prize: Biraj Paul 
(4 Sem/BSc Statistics) 

Dumb-Charade
First Prize: 3rd year BA 
MediaTechnology
Anindita Dey
Monica Lamare
Aarti Sharma
Michelle Irudaya Pariat
Second Prize: 
Poonam Das 
(4 Sem/BCom Morning) 
Niharika Karn 
(4 Sem/BCom Morning)
Krishna Chettri 
(3/BCom Morning)
Kritika Sharma 
(4 Sem/BCom Morning)
Third Prize: 4th Semester BSc. 
Geology
Shivani Sahu
Samiksha Poudel
Elena Nongspung
Richbert Pyndaplang Diengdoh

Elocution
First Prize: Ria Lamsal 
(4 Sem/BCom Morning)
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Second Prize: Akash Shil 
(4 Sem/BCom Morning)
Third Prize: Shiningstar Dkhar 
(3/BSc)

Extempore Speech
First Prize: Deiboklang Kharbani 
(2 Sem/BSc Physics)
Second Prize: Amila Dilshan
(4 Sem/ BBA)
Third Prize: Pauline Haulner 
(2 Sem/BA Econimics)

Face Painting
First Prize: 
Divesh Baruah (3/BA Mass. Com)
Bhawna Chaube (3/BCom) 
Second Prize:
Sudeepa Deb (3/BCom)
Debraj Chanda (3/BCom)
Third Prize:
Ratnadeep Sinha
(4 Sem/BA Pol Sc.)
Ritika Barua 
(2 Sem/BA MediaTech)

Fancy Dress
First Prize: Michelle Trudaya 
Pariat (3/BA MediaTech)
Second Prize:
P. C. Lalawmpuia 
(4 Sem/BSc Botany)
Melvin Zothankima 
(4 Sem/BA English)
Third Prize: Rosalyne Hmar 
(3/BCom)

Floral Arrangement
Fresh (Individual)
First Prize: Racheal Anne 
Nongkhlaw (3/BBA)
Second Prize: Jenes Syiemlieh  
(2 Sem/Biotech) 
Third Prize: Anala Lemtur 
(3/BA Philosophy)

Fresh (Group) 
First Prize: 
Partima Chetri
(3/BCom Morning)
Krishna Chettri 
(3/BCom Morning)
Krishna P. Newar 
(3/BCom Morning)
Second Prize: 
Pinky Roy (2 Sem/BSc Zoology)
Radha Singh (2 Sem/BSc Botany)
Third Prize:
Lalnisai Fanai 
(3/BSc Maths)
Mosoniro Kriina 
(3/BSc Maths)
Magdalene K. Zhimomi 
(3/BSc Maths)
Dry 
First Prize: 
Appu Siga (3/BSc Botany)
Ilona K. Ayemi 
(3/BA History)
Magdalene K. Zhimomi 
(3/BSc Maths)
Second Prize: 
Akhilesh Pun 
(4 Sem/BSc Zoology)
Julia Mate (4 Sem/BSc Botany)
Suamreiliu Kamei 
(4 Sem/BSc Botany)
Consolation: Priyanka Lyngdoh 
(4 Sem/BA History)
Miniature (Individual)
First Prize: Adoryllene D. Sawian 
(4 Sem/BSc Botany)
Second Prize: Kirti Poddar 
(2 Sem/BCom Mor) 
Third Prize: Jenes Syiemlieh 
(2 Sem/BSc Biotech)
Miniature (Group)
First Prize: 
Ilona K Ayemi (3/BA History)
Appu Siga (3/BSc Botany)
Second Prize: 
Akhilesh Pun 
(4 Sem/BSc Zoology)
Julia Mate (4 Sem/BSc Botany)

Suamreiliu Kamei 
(4 Sem/BSc Botany)
Third Prize:
Neha Singh (4 Sem/BCom)
Priyanka Kumari (4 Sem/BCom)
Anjali Jaw (4 Sem/BCom)

Food Fest
Category: Individual (Non-Veg)
First Prize: Tiara Kharpuri 
(4 Sem/BSc Biotech)
Second Prize: Sukanya Kar 
(3/BCom Day)
Category: Group (Veg)
First Prize: 
Divya Ghosh 
(2 Sem/Biochemistry)
Sangeet Deb 
(2 Sem/Biochemistry)
Annesha Paul 
(2 Sem/Biochemistry)
Anchal Das 
(2 Sem/Biotechnology)
Prateek Sutradhar 
(2 Sem/BCom)
Second Prize:
Bipanchi Duarah
Prerna Sharma
Category: Group (Dessert)
First Prize: 
Hirushmita Sarma (2 Sem/
Zoology)
Sibangi Sarma (2 Sem/Zoology)
Riya Ghosh (2 Sem/
Biotechnology)
Second Prize:
Ksenia Zvereva 
(2 Sem/BA Music)
Jui Clara Corraya (3/BCom Day)
Ruchita Chakraborty 
(3/BCom Day)
Sushila Upadhay (3/BCom Day)
Third Prize:
Mahima Dahal (3/BCom E)
Ranasmita Chowdhury 
(3/BCom E)
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Consolation:
Panchami Dhar 
(3/BCom Morning)
Sneha Ghosh 
(3/BCom Morning)
Salome P.N. Marak 
(4 Sem/BSc Chemistry)
Ibadaiakmen Marbaniang 
(4 Sem/BSc Chem)
Worthyson Chyne 
(4 Sem/BSc Chemistry)
Arentor Jamir 
(4 Sem/BSc Chemistry)

Painting
First Prize: Chuimaram Shangh 
(3/BSc Statistics) 
Second Prize: Thangmaism 
Bikram Singha 
(4 Sem/BSc Biotech)
Third Prize: Sudeepa Deb 
(3/BCom Day) 

Poetry Writing
English
First Prize: Vivek Upadhay 
(3/BSc Chemistry)  
First Prize:Vezo Rhakho 
(4 sem/BA Economics)
Second Prize: Lipokmenla Ao 
(4 Sem/BA English)
Third Prize: Nathan D. Langstieh 
(3/BSc Mathematics)
Third Prize: Priyanka Surana 
(4 sem/B.Com)
Hindi
First Prize: Jogita Rajbongshi 
(2 Sem/BA English Mor) 
Second Prize: Priyanka Surana 
(4 Sem/BCom Day)
Third Prize: Asha Rai 
(3/BCom Day)
Khasi
First Prize:Samantha Ryntathiang 
(2 Sem/BSc Zoology)
Second Prize: Norbert W. 
Nongkynrih (3/BA English)

Third Prize: Regeonstar 
Syiemlieh 
(4 Sem/BA Philosophy Day)

Poster Competition
First Prize: Deep Shankar Nath 
(2 Sem/BCom Day)
Second Prize: Biraj Paul
(4 Sem/BSc Statistics)
Third Prize: Radha Singh 
(2 Sem/BSc Botany)
Consolation Prize:  Sibangi 
Sarma (2 Sem/BSc Zoology)

Quiz
First Prize: Brain Stormers
Akanksha Amarnani 
(4th Sem/BSc)
Siddarth Barua (4th Sem/BSc)
Prabaldeep Bora (4th Sem/BSc)
Second Prize: C.L
Gaurav Deb (4th Sem/BSc)
Rupam Ghosh (4th Sem/BCom)
Pruyanka Surana 
(4th Sem/BCom)
Third Prize: Kur Team
Fullsatr Lamin Gayang (3/BSc)
Kyrmenskhem Diengdoh (3/BA)
Vivek Upadhay (3/BSc)

Rangoli
Traditional
First Prize: 
Monika Singh (2 Sem/Zoology)
Pinky Roy (2 Sem/Zoology)
Radha Singh (2 Sem/Zoology)
Hirushmita Sharma 
(2 Sem/Zoology)
Sibangi Sharma (2 Sem/Zoology)
Supreya Upadhyaya
(2 Sem/Computer Sc)
Second Prize: 
Arpita Dutta (3/BCom Day)
Nishat Jasmine (3/BCom Day)
Tulika Das (3/BCom Day)
Asha Kumari (3/BCom Day)
Sarita Kumari (3/BCom Day)
Puja Deshmukh (3/BCom Day)

Third Prize: 
Anchal Das (2 Sem/BSc 
Biotechnology)
Annesha Paul 
(2 Sem/BSc Biotechnology)
Divya Ghosh 
(2 Sem/BSc Biotechnology)
Sangeeta Deb 
(2 Sem/BSc Biotechnology)
Miloshree Dey (2 Sem/BCom)
Modern
First Prize: 4th Semester 
Biotechnology
Akarksha Amarni
Jessica Laloo
Tiara J. Kharpuri
Krishnastuti Baruah
Preeti Dutta
Sneha Das
Second Prize: 3rd year BCom 
(Morning)
Partina Chettri
Krishna Chettri
Sunita Kumari
Mili Diengdoh
Mridul Das
Second Prize: 2nd semester 
BCom (Morning)
Rashi Singhannia
Kirti Poddar
Swaraj Deb
Rezmanul Choudhury
Third Prize: 2nd semester BCom 
(Morning)
Nandini Dalal
Tamanna Jaiu
Sweety Paul
Bikoshita Paul
Shivangi Paul
Reema Talukdar

Singing
Western Solo
First Prize: Jennifer Sweety 
Khymdeit (3/BSc Zoology)
Second Prize: Micah H. Mawlong 
(2 Sem/BSc Physics)
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Third Prize: Dalariti G. Kharnaior 
(3/BMusic)
Non-Western Solo
First Prize: Adoryllene D. Sawian 
(4 Sem/BSc Botany)
Second Prize: Stefinia W. Kurbah 
(3/BMusic)
Third Prize: Ratnadeep Sinha 
(4 Sem/BA Pol. Sc.) 
Western Duet
First Prize: 
Elisheba Khongthaw 
(3/BA Music)
Dalariti G. Kharnaior 
(3/BA Music)
Second Prize: 
Hasselberge Syiemlieh 
(2 Sem/BA Music)
Vancouver Shullai 
(3/BA English)
Third Prize: 
Milliam Sangma (3/BCom 
Evening)
Non-Western Duet
First Prize: 
Prabaldeep Bora 
(4 Sem/BSc Physics)
Siddarth Barua 
(4 Sem/BSc Geology)
Second Prize:
Milliam Sangma 
(3/BCom Evening)
Rousel Wilson Shabong 
(3/BSc Maths)   
Third Prize: 
Daisy Rajbonshi 
(2 Sem/BCom Morning)
Hrishita Goswami 
(2 Sem/BCom Morning)
Self-Composed
First Prize: 
Annabella Suram 
(4 Sem/BA Economics)
Amanda Majaw 
(4 Sem/BA Economics)
Second Prize:
Alvarika Kharkongor 
(3/BA Music)

Third Prize: 
Bikonsing Nongrum 
(4 Sem/BA Music)
Group
First Prize:  
Veeraleen A. Khongsit 
(2 Sem/BA Music) 
Bantilin Sohlang 
(2 Sem/BA Music)
Ibarihun Nongbri 
(2 Sem/BA Music)
Nazarius Kharkongor 
(2 Sem/BA Music)
Adoryllene D. Sawian 
(4 Sem/BSc)
Gilbert Lalthlimpuia 
(3/BA Philosophy)
Second Prize:  The Whites
Nazarius Kharkongor 
(2 Sem/BA Music)
Jacob N. N. Kharkongor 
(4 Sem/BSc Maths)
Leonard Ekka 
(4 Sem/BSc Computer Sc)
Marcus Kurbah 
(2 Sem/BSc Chemistry)
Abialstar Kharsohtun 
(3/BCom)  
Third Prize:     Orenda Choir
Shaboklang Thongni 
(3/BSc Physics)
Angelucy Evangel Mylliem 
(3/BSc Physics)
Pynshlur Paliar (3/BSc Maths)
Banrihun Sangriang 
(2 Sem/BSc Zoology)
Sandamanki Passah 
(3/BSc Statistics)
Lidia Khonglam (3/BSc Statistics)
Banylla L. Nongbri 
(3/BSc Chemistry)
Tnaitbor Nongdkhar 
(3/BSc Chemistry) 
Raphael Eleazer Wahlang 
(3/BSc Chemistry)
Aitinareen Kharakor 
(3/BSc Chemistry)

Macdonald Sohtun 
(3/BSc Chemistry)
Bandonboklang Shabong 
(3/BSc Geology)
Neverless Sangriang 
(3/BSc Geology)
Shemuel Marwein 
(3/BSc Physics)
Evajanai Liza Nongkynrih 
(3/BSc Physics)
Claudia Nola Majaw 
(3/BSc Physics)
Pynkhraw Kupar Kharbuki 
(3/BSc Physics)
Mebaiadashisha M. L. Lyngdoh 
(3/BSc Physics)
Larity Myrsing (3/BSc Statistics)
Mihsalan Shen (3/BSc Physics)
Donkupar Dkhar (3/BSc Maths)
Instrumental
First Prize: 
Batlador Khongnoh (3/BA Music)
Azester Thangkhiew 
(3/BA Music)
Second Prize:  
Bendangsunep Jamir 
(3/BA Pol Sc.)
Mhathung Murry (3/BA Music)
Third Prize:     
Mhathung Murry (3/BA Music)
 
Spelling Bee
First Prize: Moromy Momin
(3/BA Pol Sc.)
Second Prize: P.C. Lalawmpuia 
(4 Sem/BSc Botany)
Third Prize: Khumngaihkim 
Tonsing 

Story Writing
English
First Prize: P. L. Lalawmpuia 
(4 Sem/BSc. Botany)
Second Prize: Samiran Borgohain 
(3 Sem/ BSc. Biochemistry)
Third Prize: Pauline L. Hauhnar 
(2 Sem/BAEconomics)
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Third Prize: Santimary Lyngdoh 
(2 Sem/BSc. Physics)
Hindi
First Prize: Priyanka Surana 
(4 Sem/BCom Day) 
Second Prize: Deep Shankar 
Nath (2 Sem/BCom Day)
Third Prize: Runi Bharadwaj 
(2 Sem/BA English Day)
Khasi
First Prize: Bandari Hadia
(4 Sem/BSc Physics Day)
Second Prize: Matheus Kurbah
(4 Sem/BA Philosophy Day) 
Third Prize: Ridalin Syiem
(1 Sem/BA Khasi Morning)

Treasure Hunt
Winner: Pragyan P. Neog 
(2 Sem/BSc Geology)

Table Tennis
Men - Singles
Winner: Rushal Rawat 
(2/BCom Morning)
Runner-up: Abhinab Bharati 
(3/BCom Day)
Women - Singles
Winner: Medhavi Chettri 
(2 Sem/BA English)
Runner-up: Sylvic Marwein 
(2 Sem/BA Mass Media)
Men - Doubles
Winners: 
Kallol Dhar 
(4 Sem/BSc Computer Sc)
Arjun Singh (3/BSc Fishery Sc)
Runners-up:
Siemlallien Gangte 
(4 Sem/BA History)

Letsanglien 
(4 Sem/BA Economics)

T-Shirt Design
First Prize: Dipu and friends
Deep Shankar Nath (2 Sem/BSc)
Salchi Marak (2 Sem/BSc)
Lipika Snagha (2 Sem/BSc)
Runi Bhaeadwarj (2 Sem/BSc)
Second Prize: Diamonds and 
Pearls
Ratnadeep Sinha (4 Sem)
P. C. Lalwmpuia (4 Sem)
Pauline Hauhnar (2 Sem)
Third Prize: 
Matredu Th. (2 Sem)

Outdoor Games
Arm Wrestling
Boys 
45 – 50 Kg  
Winner:  Joshua Warjri 
(3/BSc Geology)
Runner-Up: Nevrless Sangriang 
(3/BA)
51 – 55 Kg 
Winner:Rakesh Jomyang 
(3/BCom)
Runner-Up: Komow Pfokrelo 
(4 Sem/BCom)
56 – 60 Kg 
Winner: Athishu Tokho 
(4 Sem/BCom)
Runner-Up: Janai Syeim (2/BA)
61 – 65 Kg 
Winner: Eliveries M. Syngkli 
(2 Sem/BA)
Runner-Up: Arbin Syeim 
(2 Sem/BA)
66 - 70 Kg  
Winner:Raffiael R. Rumnong 
(3/BA)
Runner-Up: Richardstar Lyngdoh 
(3/BA)

71- 75 Kg  
Winner:Wanshaphrang Tiewsoh 
(3/BSc Fishery Sc)
Runner-Up: Firstlakupar Iawbor 
(3/BA)
76 - 80 Kg  
Winner: Animesh Pandit (3/BSc)
Runner-Up: Honda O Hi Papang 
(3/BSc)

Girls
40 – 45 Kg 
Winner: Priyanka Lyngdoh 
(4 Sem/BA History Mor)
Runner-Up: Rosemelita Biam 
(4 Sem/BSc Botany)
46 – 50 Kg 
Winner: Stacey Rozetta Iarilang 
Nongbri (3/BA English)
Runner-Up: Nita Sharma 
(4 Sem/BCom)
51 – 55 Kg 
Winner: Manna Kharjana 
(2 Sem/BA)
Runner-Up: Christine Pyngrope 
(3/BA Philosophy)

56 - 60 Kg 
Winner: Lalthafamkimi 
(2 Sem/BA English)
Runner-Up:Wida Many Tyngkan 
(3/BSc Biotechnology)
61 Kg Above
Winner: Poonam Das
(4 Sem/BCom Morning)
Runner-Up: Jui Clara Corraya 
(3/BCom Day)

Badminton
Singles (Girls)
First Prize: Siamthianmuang 
Guite (3/BSc Mathematics)
Second Prize: Lucksha N. Moyon 
(4 Sem/BA English)
Third Prize: Ngaideiching 
(3/BA Pol Sc)
Third Prize: Sreejana Chettri 
(3/BSc Physics)
Doubles (Girls)
First Prize:
Sreejana Chettri (3/BSc Physics)
Lucksha N. Moyon 
(4 Sem/BA English)
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Second Prize:
Siamthianmuang Guite 
(3/BSc Mathematics)
Ngaideiching (3/BA Pol Sc)
Third Prize:
Diana Linda Marwein 
(4 Sem/BCom Day)
Wandarishisha Lyngdoh 
(4 Sem/BCom Day)
Third Prize:
Ehunrisa Sumer (3/BA History)
Ibanri S. Nongsiej (3/BA English)
Singles (Boys)
First Prize: Nongmaithen 
Wangthoi Meitei 
(3/BSc Mathematics)
Second Prize: Jeffrey Rangdajied 
Syndor (3/BSc Biotechnology)
Third Prize: Phung Phung Serto 
(3/BA Pol Sc.) 
Third Prize: Jyotraditya Ojah 
(2 Sem/BSc Biotech) 
Doubles (Boys)
First Prize:  
Nathan D.Langstieh 
(3/BSc Mathematics) 
Nongmaithem W. Meitei 
(3/BSc Maths) 
Second Prize:
Rajdeep Dowarah 
(3/BSc Geology)
Ankur Prgu 
(1 Sem/MSc Biotechnology)
Third Prize:
Jeffrey R. Syndor 
(3/BSc Biotechnology)
Shiningstar Dkhar 
(3/BSc Chemistry)
Third Prize:
Phung Phung Serto 
(3/BA Pol Sc.)
Kamwamut Talang 
(3/BA Pass Course)

Basketball Ball
Girls
Winners: 2 Semester B.A.
Manvene M. Khriam

Faviola S. Lamin
Laphibanylla L. Tron
Beatrice Lyngdoh
Lalthafamkim Kimi
Naphisabet Nongkynrih
Risaka N. Pyrbot
Runners-up: 3rd Year B.A.
Iairy Susana M. Sangma
Hasina Pastieh
Kanidahun Hayang
Deborah R. Sailo
Ibankotdor Lyngdoh
Ehunrisa Sumer
Ibanri S. Nongsiej
Daphibanbet Sohtun
Banrisha Shadap
Maphidarihun Syiem
Santimery Syiemleh
Amisha Syiemiong
Boys
Winners: 4 Semester B.Sc.
Eddie Roussell Marbaniang
Prantish Rabha Narzary
Ulrich Mawlong
Honpam S.K
Ruvito K.P. Chaya
Anthony Syiemiong
Vijan Gurung
Keshav Gurung
Mrinal Das
Runners-up: 4 Semester B.Com
M.V.Mayarso
Akash Shil
Jeffrey Zorinsanga 
Athishu Tokho
Rapbor Peter Pyngrope
Phain Shylla 
Robert S. Haokip

Cricket
Girls
Winners: 2nd Semester BCom
Kiran Singh
Annanya Ghosh
Luiza Tamang
Sweety Paul
Ena A. Sangma
Pritika Das

Nikita Kachari
Rima Telukdar
Puja Sharma
Bikoshita Paul
Hrishita Mishra
Preeti K. Singh
Aiva F. Ranee
Agnes Jarain
Runners-up: 4th Semester BCom
Priyanka Surana
Neha Singh
Baridondor Pumyiap
Priyanka Kumari
Sushmita Sharma
Jagriti Jain
Nita Sharma
Wandashisha Lyngdoh
Diana L. Marwein
Babita Kumari Rai
Himanshi Chettri
Rikynti Kharbani
Sandeepa Roy
Boys
Winners: 3rd year B.Com 
(Morning)
Pinku Deb
Rakesh Kumar Shah
Rahul Das Sarma
Mridul Das
Mohit Tiwari
Kunal Deb
Abhinav Bharali
Saurav Modak
Manoj Kumar Rai
Ravikant Roy
Shiv S. Ojha
Vishal Dhar
Joydeep Ghosh
Arup Paul
Bishal Paul
Runners-up: 2nd  Semester 
B.Com 
Arkadipta Choushury
Rahul Shah
Manish Kumar Rai
Rishabh  Kumar Chhetry
Abhishek Kumar
Pritam Paul
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Aman Rana
Bappi Deb
Santosh K. Singh
Prashant J. Panthi
Ravi Kumar
Sayam jain
Rahul Jain
Akashdeep Dutta

Cross Country Race
Boys
First Prize: Rakesh Jomyang 
(3/BA)
Second Prize: Phain Shylla 
(4 Sem/BCom)
Third Prize: Batista Kharsahnoh 
(4/BSc BSc)
Girls
First Prize: Phikerbha 
Kharbihkhiew (4 Sem/BA)
Second Prize: Laylo 
Mamadakimova (4Sem BBA)
Third Prize: Priyanka Lyngdoh 
(4 Sem/BA)

Football
Girls
Winners: BA Team
Iairy Susana M. Sangma
Hasina Pastieh
Ibankotdor Lyngdoh
Ehunrisa Sumer
Laphibanylla L. Tron
Banrisha Shadap
Manvene M. Kuriam
Beatrice Lyngdoh
Maphidarihun Syiem
Santimery Sohtun
Ibanri S. Nongsiej
Kanidahun Gayang
Saiafi Lyndem
Biangrilang Suja
Faviola D. Lamin
Runners-up: BA MediaTech & 
BBA Team 
Ucilia Pyngrope
Cinderella Lyngdoh
Emidaka Bareh

Alexander T. Kharshiing
Wandaphi Lyonne Mawlong
Crystal V. C. Shabong
Laylo Mamdakimova
Abigail Nongsiej
Isabella Syiem
Rachel A. Nongkhlaw
Caroline Nongbri
Barkha Diengdoh
Ibadahun M. Sutnga
Hazel Dkhar
Even Thabah
Phiba Lyngdoh
Boys
Winners: 3rd year BSc. 
(Physical Science)
Shemuel Marwein
Mihsalan Shen
Leadership Amkhloo
Risheraj Baruah
Kevin S. Khonglam
Brywn Jason Khonglah
Alexander Mulat
Harendra Singh Yadav
Akrur Rajan Borah
Mangminlal Haokip
Tnaitbor Nongdkhar
Honda O Hi Papang
Ashish Lahe Rana
Macdonald Sohtun
Jiwan Gurung
Wouldbewell Dirborne
Runners-up: 3rd year B.Com 
(Combined)
Pynskhem Nongrang
Arkindonlang Diengdoh
Budmeki Swer
Bawan G. Singh
Marleki Sun
Liddle Paoh Pao
Richester Marboh
Jason Rynjah
Nikil Rana
Pynskhemborlang Rani
Babitlang Rani
Shanborlin Wahlang
Kevin Nongsiang
Lamjingshai Maring

Christopher Manners
Frederick S. Marbaniang
Rahul Nongsiej
Wanlam M. A. Kharbyngar
Thangminlien Haokip
Damanglang Kharbyngar
Bataishempat K. Dewsaw

Kabbadi
Girls
Winners: BCom (Combined)
Priyanka Surana
Diana Marwein
Wandashisha Lyngdoh
Rikynti Kharbani
Barikordor Umyiap
Luiza Tamang
Deepika Singh
Sweety Paul
Bikoshita Paul
Rima Talukdar
Shalu Agarwal
Lovely Kumari
Runners-up: 2nd Semester BSc
Riya Ghosh
Anchal Das
Sangeeta Deb
Hepsiba N. Shullai
Salchirik ChM arak
Anju Tholia
Sanchita Bordoloi
Boys
Winners: BSc. (Combined)
Pius Bareh
Govinsen Tawphniaw
Himan Phukan
Leonard Sun
Prateek Sutradhar
Rohit Kumar
Phain Shylla
Jyotiraditya Ojoh
Deep Shankar Nath
Avoy Sarkar
Bikash Thapa
Runners-up: B.Com (Combined)
Pinku Deb
Mridul Das
Kunal Deb
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Rakesh Kumar Shah
Rahul Shah
Ravikant Roy
Santanu Sarma
Shubham Prasad Yadav
Nishan Singh Wahar
Saurau Modak
DAviya Atagrak
Rahul Kr. Singh

Tug of War
Girls
Winners: B.Sc.
Emyka Deimaia Kharhunai
Jennifer Paslein
Iaithurngmom Buam 
Phibakor Lyngdoh Khongsti 
Aijing K. Men Lyngdoh
Nikilda Khaubhih
Balary Suchiang
Santi Mary Lyngdoh
Neha Kumari Thakur 
Ibalajiad Nongrum
Bethysha R. Marak 
Arfimia Zelline Pasatt 
La Subon Syrti
Artareekshya Deka 
Phiniairbha Warjri
Runners-up: 3rd Year B.A.
Syeda Waseka 
Puja Jain
Anandita Kakati
Rasabel Marngar
Ningreichon R. Shimray
Ankita Ghosh
Shreyasee Goswami
Sophya Dkhar
Prerna Chettri 
Sylerie Marwein
Lovi Chishi
Mansha Sharma 
Hira Devi

Damini Thapa
Anindita Dey
Boys
Winners: 3rd year BSc. 
(Physical Science)
Bhaboklang Marwein
Batjubanlang Hoojan
Ravi Kumar Singh 
Mac Donald Sohtun
Rahul Kumar Singh
Kamlesh Rai
Mangmineal Haokip
Koso Ariio
Hitesh Kumar Kushwaha
Ganesh Gautam
Anil Kumar Rai
Honda O. Hi Papang
Danswrang Brahma
Joy Gopal Sarkar
Shemuel Marwein
Runners-up: 3rd year B.Sc 
(Life Science)
Kaushik Barman
Swarzina Swargiary
Shuvam Nongrum
Dewan M. Zaman
Akash Boruah
Rubel Alam
Joehanan D. Kharbithai
Kenny Nongrum
Douglas Lamin
Wouldbewell Dirborne
Ajaz Pyngrope
Evanmi Lyngdoh
Animesh Pandit
Vinod Borah
Wanshaphrang Tiewsoh
 
Volley Ball
Girls
Winners: 4 Semester BBA
Basanti Thapi (Captain)

Anju Tholia
Nandini Dalal
Tamanna Jain
Sanchita Bordoloi
Anisha Singh
Laphibanylla Tron
Laylo Mamadakimova
Runners-up: 4th Semester BA
Emica Mary Pasi (Captain)
Radha Gurung
Sunita Thapa
Amanda Majaw
Phikerbha Lyngdoh
Priyanka Lyngdoh
Sniawlangki Synrem
Annabella Suram
Natasha Wahlang
Lucksha Moyon

Boys
Winners: 3rd year BSc
Danswrang Brahma (Captain)
D. Kadii
Justin Kaohriilou
Paominlen
Koso Ariio
Tumjom Ete
Haoginlal Lhouvum
Hopeson Gangmei
Thanyo
A.Kaishu
Runners-up: 3rd year BA
Gaanpatrei Kamei (Captain)
Raimipam K
Ganthuingam Rongmei
Ningmathi Soro
Thanshim Jajo
Poudamchui Kamei
Ashiikho Puni
Zipa Krocha
Alexander Malangmei
Vincent
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